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Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
Building on recent studies examining the work of migrant domestic workers 
under the shadow of the global economy, this research analyzes the interactive 
dynamics between foreign domestic workers and their employers based on a 
qualitative study of foreign domestic workers (Filipinos and Indonesians) and Chinese 
middle-class employers in Hong Kong. It adopts the view that the employing private 
household is a contested terrain where private-public realms interpenetrate and where 
foreign domestic workers and their employers, who differ in terms of class, ethnicity, 
and nationality, negotiate for and contest over their material and emotional rewards, 
and their social distance from each other in the course of their day-to-day interactions. 
It thus analyzes, from the perspectives of both parties, the micropolitics of domestic 
work. A typology of personalized/ bureaucrat!zed relations is formulated as the 
analytical lens to illuminate the complexity of interrelations between employers and 
workers and to show how the power struggles and social negotiation/ identities are 
expressed in the two types of relations. The personalized type of relations is 
characterized by affective-based particularism, diffuse work obligations, and personal 
attachment. The bureaucratized type of the relations is characterized by rule-based 
universalism, standardized work obligations, and impersonality. This study finds 
support, based on an examination of the subjective dispositions of both parties, and 
their accounts of their everyday exchanges, for the proposition that the personalized 
type of relations is not necessarily exploitative nor is bureaucratized type of the 
relations necessarily equalitarian. In the process of negotiation, both employers and 
workers in different employment relations encounter a variety of choices, constraints, 
and ambivalences in their everyday lives. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction: Domestic Work from Premodern to Modern 
Recent scholarship on the topic of migrant domestic workers has devoted much 
attention to the nature of and effects on domestic employment of social inequalities 
based on gender, race, class and citizenship status. Drawing upon a qualitative study 
of foreign domestic workers and Chinese middle-class employers in Hong Kong, I 
describe and analyze the interactive dynamics between the workers and their 
employers in their everyday lives. I attempt to show, in the context of the 
asymmetrical power relations of employment, how employers and workers contest 
and negotiate over material and emotional rewards, and their social distance from 
each other. 
1.1 Research Objective 
The objective of this research is to explore the interactive dynamics, or say the 
micropolitics, between foreign domestic workers and their employers in Hong Kong 
that, in various ways, constitute, reproduce, and contest hegemonic social systems 
underlying the domestic employment in global capitalist economies. The dynamics 
refer to how both parties interact and negotiate with each other in their everyday lives. 
I attempt to systematically analyze the nature and types of employment relations 
between foreign domestic workers and their employers that constitute the "platforms" 
(particular conditions) for both parties to negotiate, contest, and accommodate their 
social positions and identities. I argue that the relations between foreign domestic 
workers and their employers in Hong Kong involve diverse modes of domination and 
deference that fall somewhere in between the two extremes of personalized type of 
relations and the bureaucrat!zed type of relations. This state-regulated domestic 
occupation is thus shaped by the combination of both "premodern," personalistic 
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elements and modem, bureaucratic elements. Using narratives of the day-to-day close 
contacts between employers and workers, this research aims at illuminating how the 
power struggles and social negotiation/ identities are reflected in the employment 
relations of foreign domestic workers. 
1.2 Research Background 
As previous studies have revealed, domestic work taken up by migrant workers 
should hardly be a new phenomenon. In this section, I first summarize briefly the 
history of Chinese domestic servants in Hong Kong, followed by a description of the 
local labor market for foreign domestic workers. The general conditions regarding 
legal protection and migration status of the workers are also reviewed. 
1.2.1 History of Chinese Domestic Servants 
There is a long history of Hong Kong families using Chinese domestic servants. 
Since local Chinese employers often compare, implicitly or explicitly, the foreign 
domestic workers with the traditional Chinese servants, it is necessary to understand 
this tradition of Chinese servitude in Hong Kong prior to the emergence of a market 
for foreign domestic workers since the early 1970s (Constable 1997: 40-42).' 
In the early colonial days of Hong Kong (from the late 19th to early 20th 
century), large and powerful Chinese families of the New Territories comprised 
several generations of family members together with concubines, slaves, indentured 
menials, and servants. European residents employed predominantly male servants. 
With the growing feminization of housework in 1920s, domestic servants began to 
1 The following brief history of Chinese servants in Hong Kong is based on the work of Watson, R. 
(1991), and the work of Constable, N. (1997). 
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specialize in doing women's work in contrast to the "male" duties of servitude such as 
chauffeuring and gardening. During the early decades of the twentieth century, an 
important source of domestic workers was the muijai: young girls working as 
indentured/bonded servants. Muijai who entered households through varieties of 
slavery, pawning, or indenture were to a large extent considered the property of the 
master or mistress to use as he or she pleased.^ 
Another common type of Chinese servant was the amah. The amah was most 
likely to bear comparison with foreign domestic workers in society at large. The amah 
usually referred to live-in paid domestic workers (like the sohei or mahjeh types of 
sworn spinster amahs), who traditionally were more independent because they had an 
external support network. The post-1945 refugee women who served as the amah 
were relatively more dependent on their employers than the traditional amah of sworn 
spinsters. While the traditional large lineages tended to use multiple amahs, the 
"general amah" who took up all the tasks within the household became the 
modem-day form of paid domestic labour. 
In the recent decades, the "disenchantment" with Chinese domestic workers 
occurred in many employing households. The demand of local families for the amah 
declined as the employers became unwilling to tolerate the traditional culture that was 
associated with the "superior" status of those amahs who expected to have a high 
degree of autonomy over their work performance in the domestic sphere. Unlike the 
refugee women, the "modem" amah also lacked familial commitment to the host 
family. "Not as good as they used to be" became a prevalent view among employers. 
2 Muijai, one type of slavery system in the imperial China, was officially abolished in 1844 yet was 
practiced until 1940s. 
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In addition, many employers were dissatisfied with the Chinese amah because they 
lacked proper training as a "certified" domestic worker working under a valid contract. 
As the result of the growing shortage of locals willing to work as amahs, social and 
economic changes in East-Asian region, and changes in the local labour market, 
foreign domestic workers replaced the old Chinese servants to provide live-in 
domestic service over the last two decades. (Chiu 2003) 
1.2.2 Demand for Foreign Domestic Workers 
Hong Kong is one of the major migrant-receiving places in Asia. Many migrant 
workers in Hong Kong are domestic workers and almost all of them are female. From 
the early 1970s, the government adopted a liberal stance towards the hiring of foreign 
domestic workers, and the demand for them has continued to mount over the past 
three decades.^ Most foreign domestic workers initially came from the Philippines 
but later more came from other Southeast Asian countries including Indonesia and 
Thailand. 
As shown in Table 1.1., there were 101,182 foreign domestic workers (89% 
Filipinos, 7% Thais, 5% all others) in 1992. By 1997, the number of Indonesian 
domestic workers had surpassed the number of Thais as the total number of workers 
rose to 170,971 (81% Filipinos, 14% Indonesian, 3% Thai, 2% all others). By the end 
of 2000, the population of foreign domestic workers had increased to 216,790 (73% 
Filipinos, 24% Indonesian, 3% Thai, 2% all others). 
3 The annual report of Director of Immigration in 1971 is the first to mention the employment of 
foreign domestic workers. 
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Table 1.1: Number of Foreign Domestic Workers (Nationality by Year) 
Nationality 1992 1 9 ^ 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 
Filipino 89,140 1 3 8 , 0 8 5 1 4 0 , 3 5 7 1 4 3 , 2 0 6 1 5 1 , 4 8 5 1 5 5 , 4 4 5 1 4 8 , 3 8 9 ^ 
Indonesian 3,541 24,706 31,762 41,397 55,174 68,880 78,165 
Thai 6,718 5,142 5,335 5,755 6,451 6,996 6,669 
Others 1,783 3,038 3,150 3,342 3,680 3,953 3,881 
Total 1 0 1 , 1 8 2 1 7 0 , 9 7 1 1 8 0 , 6 0 4 1 9 3 , 7 0 0 2 1 6 , 7 9 0 2 3 5 , 2 7 4 2 3 7 , 1 0 4 ^ 
Source: Census and Statistics Department, 2003, p.32. 
The increase in the number of foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong is 
closely associated with the rise of women's labour force participation. In line with the 
international pace of growth in women's labour force participation in the latter half of 
the twentieth century, women in Hong Kong have entered the local labour market in 
increasing numbers. Morris (1990) points out that while the full-time employed wives 
take on less housework than before, their husbands still tend not to share in doing the 
housework. For this reason, couples tend to seek domestic labour from the market. 
Employing a foreign domestic worker is the major way for employed women in Hong 
Kong to minimize the potential conflicts between work and the family. 
Foreign domestic workers are employed generally to substitute for the employed 
wives in performing household tasks. According to the Thematic Household Survey 
Report No. 5 in 2001 (Census and Statistics Department 2001), of 206,100 
households employing foreign domestics and which intended to employ foreign 
domestics in the coming year, almost 80% required their workers to clean and tidy up 
the household while about 70% required their workers to purchase food and cook. 
Nearly half of the households required their workers to take care of their children 
(49.2%) and do laundry (44.0%). They are less likely to cite as their job requirements 
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for their workers “English skills" (16.6%), care of elderly (14.4%) and "first aid/ 
medical care knowledge" (7.0%). Thus, the major job duties of foreign domestic 
workers include general housekeeping and childcare, both of which have been 
considered as the traditional responsibilities of "mother" or "wife." 
1.2.3 Legislation Governing Employment of Foreign Domestic Workers 
The Hong Kong government requires both employers and workers to have a 
standard employment contract and to adhere to the requirements of relevant labour 
legislation. The standard contract stipulates not only workers' monthly salary, 
working hours, terms of the job (specific tasks that the employment includes), number 
of off-days, and other minimum working conditions, but also employers' duties and 
responsibilities, terms of repatriation and so on. Terms and conditions of service 
depend on the contractual agreement drawn up between employer and worker, usually 
through an employment agency as mediator. Since 1973, the government has set a 
"minimum allowable wage" that is reviewed from time to time. The Employment 
Ordinance is the central piece of legislation in Hong Kong that provides for minimum 
standards of employment for workers including foreign domestic workers. It provides 
them with various benefits and protection including rest days, statutory holidays, 
annual leave, sickness allowance, employment protection, severance payment, long 
service payment, maternity protection, protection against anti-union discrimination, 
medical allowance, subsidized meals and free accommodation. Compared with other 
receiving countries, foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong receive better legal 
protection for their living and working conditions. 
Many advocate groups for migrant workers have nevertheless criticized certain 
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Hong Kong government policies towards foreign domestic workers. The "New 
Conditions of Stay" (NCS) policy is one example .Th i s policy, adopted by the 
government in 1987, imposes restrictions on the “conditions of stay" of foreign 
domestic workers in Hong Kong, including restrictions on shifting to other employers 
without approval of the Immigration Department, and an outright ban on their shifting 
to other non-domestic worker jobs, thus severely restricting their labour market 
mobility. It also disqualifies foreign domestic workers from gaining the right of 
residency even if they have worked continuously in Hong Kong for over 7 years. 
Another aspect of NCS being criticized is the "2-week rule": a foreign domestic 
worker who is terminated has only 2 weeks, or until the expiration of her/his visa 
(whichever is earlier), to remain in Hong Kong legally. These legislative restrictions 
on the foreign domestic workers, especially in terms of rights of citizenship, put them 
in a relatively disadvantaged position vis-a-vis negotiation with their employers. 
1.3 Research Questions 
Domestic employment of migrant workers usually involves two distinctive 
aspects that are not commonly found in other types of employment: 1) the matrices of 
the private and the public, and 2) the matrices of relations pertaining to paid domestic 
work under an international division of domestic labour (Bakan and Stasiulis 1995; 
Constable 1997; Lan 2003). First, the private and public domains interprenetrate, to a 
certain extent when the paid domestic worker from overseas lives in the private 
household and performs tasks that can involve gaining intimate knowledge about the 
employer and his/her family. Second, domestic employment brings different "kinds" 
of people together—it requires everyday interactions between employers and workers 
4 See the ‘Practical Guide for Employment of Foreign Domestic Helpers - What Foreign Domestic 
Helpers and Their Employers Should Know' , published by Labour Department, HKSAR 
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across class，ethnic, and national divides, which on the micro level reflect the social 
and cultural processes of social inequalities in the global economy. The main question 
guiding this research is how, in the context of these two distinctive aspects of working 
conditions, do foreign domestic workers and their employers interact and negotiate 
with one another? 
This research question echoes academic discussion concerning the work 
conditions and treatment of migrant domestic workers. It is of theoretical importance 
in demonstrating the social hierarchies of domination and subordination under the 
shadow of globalization. Research on migrant domestic workers has focused almost 
exclusively upon the exploitative nature of the domestic work, and the negotiation of 
social distance/ identities between employers and workers within the private 
households (e.g., Rollins 1985; Romero 1992). Given the histories of slavery and 
colonialism, the vulnerability of the domestic workers to oppression has been 
attributed to their multiple social positions and identities as Third World women, the 
coloured, domestics, and migrants. It has also been attributed to the personal, dyadic 
employment relationship. When living in the employing households, sometimes as 
undocumented workers, migrant domestic workers are potentially subject to 
exploitation from the personal whims of their employers. 
In view of this situation, some researchers have posited that an institutionalized, 
modernized work arrangement for foreign domestic workers should ameliorate their 
working conditions. Based on the logic of modernization theory, these researchers 
argue that the transformation from bondservants to wage labours facilitates a 
separation between the job itself and the private relations with employer, and thereby 
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opens space for improving the material status of the workers. However, the findings 
from some other studies challenge this proposition by claiming that the oppressive 
experiences of domestic workers have continued even under state-regulated, 
rationalized employment arrangements though in new forms (Constable 1997; 
Mendez 1998). 
Oppressive experiences under the "modem" form of working arrangement are 
claimed to be manifested in subtler, more covert forms of control (Constable 1997). 
Live-out workers employed by household service agencies might prefer the personal, 
dyadic working relations with their client while some managers in those agencies use 
the strategy of personalism to control the workers (Mendez 1998). All in all, in both 
"premodern" or "modem" forms of working arrangement of the domestic occupation, 
worker-employer relations are never disconnected from the process of power 
struggles and negotiation for social distance/ identities in the relations. Under 
different types of relations over the premodern/ modem form of working arrangement, 
employers and workers encounter different processes of social negotiation. 
This research is also guided by several sub-questions derived from the main 
research question mentioned above. What presuppositions govern the ways employers 
and workers interact? How do they define their social positions in different types of 
employment relations? What strategies do they develop to deal with different 
situations in their daily life and work? How do they contest and compromise with 
each other in pursuing their interests? What choices, constraints, and ambivalences do 
they encounter in different types of relations? More generally, how do processes of 
interaction and negotiation between both parties manifest the power struggles and 
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social inequalities underlying the employment relations itself? 
1.4 Research Significances 
The first theoretical significance of this research is to illuminate how social 
systems of domination are constituted, reproduced, and contested at the micro, 
symbolic level. As discussed earlier, the types of relations can be seen as the 
platforms where employers and workers negotiate over their status, role and social 
distance from each other. While structural elements of social systems are the core 
aspect of the perpetuation of economic inequalities in society, the 
social-psychological aspects of employment relations also play a prominent role in 
reproducing social and economic inequalities underlying the employment of foreign 
domestic workers. Rollins (1985:6) explains that "the ideas, attitudes, thoughts, and 
emotions of people must also be examined, understood, and "rearranged" if the 
objectifying and exploitation of humans by other humans is to cease." 
The process of social negotiation has implications for the intersection of 
asymmetrical relations of race, class, and citizenship status between women. This 
research helps clarify what Rollins (1985: 8) terms the "psychodynamics of the 
domination" within local households. The intricacy of daily interaction between 
foreign domestic workers and their employers, and their own interpretations of this 
interaction, mirror the institutionalized inequalities in society at large. But this should 
not be seen as a direct translation of the preexisting structural system of domination, 
given that the relations of inequality between both parties should, to certain extent, be 
affected by their own interpretations and inter-subjective constructions of their 
relationship. By analyzing the everyday interactive dynamics between employers and 
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workers, this research seeks to demonstrate the influence of subjective dispositions of 
employers and workers in reproducing as well as contesting the social inequalities 
underlying the domestic occupation. 
While previous studies on migrant domestic workers have relied on ad hoc 
explanations of the employment relationship, the types of relations involved in 
domestic work have not received systematic scrutiny. The second theoretical 
significance of this research is to distinguish, conceptually and empirically, the types 
of relations in domestic employment. Although it may not throw any new light on the 
theory building, this research will provide a conceptual framework to map out, from 
the perspectives of both employers and workers, the variations in the 
worker-employer relationship, which might be relevant in the understanding of social 
hegemony and power dynamics on a micro level. As I hope, the finding of this 
research will be part of the foundation for future explanatory research by delineating 
systematically what is to be explained at this issue. 
The practical significance of this research is that we need to have a deeper 
understanding of the employment of foreign domestic workers by Hong Kong 
families in order to improve their working conditions. According to the Hong Kong 
Census and Statistics Department (2003), the population of FDH steadily increased 
over the past decade in Hong Kong. By the end of 2000, the population of FDH in 
Hong Kong reached 216,790. Despite their large numbers, foreign domestic workers 
have been called a semi-invisible community in Hong Kong because the general 
public has mostly stereotypical impressions of them from television or newspaper 
reports. Discussions about the working conditions of the workers that touch on 
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matters like contract violations and abuses are largely impressionistic. I hope that this 
research about the work done by this semi-invisible community that highlights 
narratives of the workers' experiences will help to arouse the public's concern with 
the issues involving domestic labour in Hong Kong. In addition, better understanding 
of the social-psychological aspect of the employment relations may help to diminish 
the more oppressive aspects of working conditions by opening space for foreign 
domestic workers to devise their own protective strategies to resist oppression while 
also bringing to the attention of employers and the government those areas of the 
relationship where occupational regulation needs to be strengthened. 
12 
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CHAPTER 2 Literature Review: Hegemonies and Social Negotiations in 
Domestic Employment 
This chapter reviews the existing literature on the employment relations of 
foreign domestic workers with particular reference to three issues: the association of 
cultural meanings between the domestic work of migrant workers and the structural 
systems of hegemonies, the private-public distinction as applied to such domestic 
work, and the power dynamics inherent within the work relationship. A discussion of 
these issues forms the backdrop for the development of my conceptual framework that 
will be discussed in the next chapter. 
2.1 Hegemonies and Homes 
The employment relations of migrant domestic workers can be seen as contested 
terrains, within the sphere of private homes, where structural hierarchical systems are, 
in some ways, translated and reproduced through the micropolitics between the 
workers and their employers. Recent feminist scholarship has devoted much attention 
to paid domestic service in societies around the world. Literature about the 
employment of migrant domestic workers have suggested that asymmetrical, 
intersecting relations with regard to gender, race, culture, class, and citizenship status 
are structured and negotiated through the experiences and interactions between 
employers and workers, (e.g., Bakan and Stasiulis 1995; Pratt 1997; Constable 1997; 
Lan 2003). On the one hand, domestic employment involves everyday interactions 
between employers and workers across class, ethnic, and national divides, which on 
the micro level reflect the social and cultural processes of social inequalities in the 
global economy. On the other hand, to a certain extent, the domestic employment 
transgresses the private and public domains when the paid domestic worker from 
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overseas lives in the private household and performs tasks that can involve gaining 
intimate knowledge about the employer and his/her family. This certain level of 
intimacy coexists with, and contradicts one another, the distance based on class, and 
other social hierarchies, forming a tension between migrant domestic workers and 
their employers. Examining such a tension in the employment of migrant domestic 
workers allows a focus on the symbolic aspect of hierarchical and stratified systems 
that are reproduced through the employment and must be maintained in the home (e.g., 
Gill 1994; Rollins 1985; Romero 1992). 
In a common sense, the employment of migrant domestic workers involves the 
reproductive labour for employing households and wages for workers. But beyond 
this, in a broader sense, it can be further understood as the micropolitics between 
employers and workers through which hegemonies in structural systems (i.e., 
economic structures) are, in some ways, translated and reproduced in the homes. 
Momsen (1999) points out that social negotiations in the reproductive labour should 
be connected to those within the productive labour, in maintaining preexisting social 
systems of domination and subordination. Colen and Sanjek (1990: 5) explain the 
ways that the relations of inequality and axes of social differentiation are translated 
and reproduced through the domestic employment: 
First, the household worker-employer relationship itself is unequal. Workers are 
less powerful than their employers, and must comply daily with orders to preserve 
their positions. Second, the value of household workers' labor is at the disposal of the 
classes which employ them. This affords a measure of power that reinforces or 
expands class dominance. Freed from burdens of many of their own reproduction 
tasks, employers may put this value to productive use, invest it in intensification of 
existing social relations, or use it in display or leisure. Third, the inherent inequality 
of the relationship is an overlay on the existing social differences of gender, age, 
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ethnicity, race, class, and migration status between worker and employer populations. 
These forms of social difference matter in many social contexts beyond that of the 
household worker-employer nexus. 
All in all, the employment of migrant domestic workers constitutes an intense 
arena of negotiations (or tensions) between employers and workers, providing the 
information about socio-cultural meanings of hierarchical systems in the wider society, 
which is theoretically and empirically pertinent to feminist, anthropological, and 
sociological studies. As a distinctive form of labour arrangement, the dynamics of the 
domestic employment is of particular importance in the light of the implications of 
global economic restructuring (i.e., implications of international mobility of female 
labour and hegemonic positions pertaining to women). While structural elements of 
social systems in the material world are the core aspect of the perpetuation of 
economic inequalities in society, the social-psychological elements in the interactive 
dynamics of employment relations also play a prominent role in reproducing social 
and economic inequalities underlying the employment of foreign domestic workers. 
Rollins (1985:6) pinpoints the importance of "psychodynamies of the domination" 
within local households: "the ideas, attitudes, thoughts, and emotions of people must 
also be examined, understood, and "rearranged" if the objectifying and exploitation of 
humans by other humans is to cease." The intricacy of daily interaction between 
foreign domestic workers and their employers mirror the institutionalized inequalities 
in society at large. But this should not be seen as a process of complete translation 
from the preexisting structural system of domination, given that the relations of 
inequality between both parties should, to certain extent, be affected by their own 
interpretations and inter-subjective constructions of their relationship. 
15 
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2.2 Private-Public Distinction 
Working conditions of foreign domestic workers is special in the high level of 
the interpenetration of the private and the public. This interpenetration constitutes the 
broader frame where the employment relations would thus be shaped by the 
combination of both personalistic elements (characteristic of private sphere) and 
institutional, bureaucratic elements (characteristic of public sphere). It is of certain 
importance in this research because it makes possible, or say forms the preconditions 
for, the contrasting ideal types of personalized and bureaucratized relations (I will go 
into detail about the conceptualization of this typology in the next chapter), which is 
the main body of this research. In this section, my main focus is to discuss how the 
classic concepts of the private and the public, to large extent, "interpenetrate" in the 
domestic employment, and how this high level of interpenetration is relevant to the 
day-to-day narratives of the micropolitics in the employment that in some ways 
manifest the structural systems of hegemonies. 
As many feminists have argued, the dualism between work and family is 
socially and politically constructed in the patriarchal society. Many previous studies 
have emphasized that the employment of foreign domestic workers challenges the 
assumption of a clear-cut private-public distinction because employers and workers 
encounter each other across the boundary between the private and public spheres. 
According to Anderson (2000:4): "It must be remembered that this [private-public] 
division is a fiction. Indeed, the experiences and employment relations of migrant 
domestic workers suggest that the commonly accepted transition from traditional to 
modem, from unfree labour to free labour, is incomplete." Adams and Dickey (2000:5) 
also assert that "public/ private distinction ... is problematic in domestic service in 
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any case." Momsen (1999:11) urges us to recognize that "[d]omestic service, by its 
location within the private domestic space of the employer, transgresses the 
boundaries of the public/private, production/ reproduction dichotomies." 
The structural separation between the private and public spheres is traced to the 
expansion of industrial capitalism that provided paid employment outside the family, 
thus facilitating the decline of the traditional family and the rise of a new emphasis on 
personal life (Zaretsky 1976: 57-58). The private-public distinction involves more 
than just a separation between work and family since it has been connected with other 
dualisms including reproductive and productive, female and male, and household and 
workplace (Rosaldo 1974). The gender dimension of these dualisms has attracted 
much attention. Oakley (1974:24-26) sheds light on the "fictional nature" of the 
work-family separation by noting how the ideology of gender roles has facilitated the 
denial of housework as having the status of work. Siltanen and Stanworth (1984:11), 
in their feminist critique of studies of work and politics based on the public man/ 
private woman dichotomy, claim that "a private / public separation does not and need 
not correspond with divisions between the individual and social, the personal and the 
impersonal, or the intimate and the impersonal." Feminists have argued generally that 
patriarchy and capitalism brought about the exclusion of women from the public 
sphere during early industrialization, and that the domesticity of motherhood and 
"separate-spheres" ideology identified women's proper role to be to take care of the 
private household and concentrate on serving affective functions within the family. 
(McDowell and Pringle 1992). 
In the employment of foreign domestic workers, the concepts of "home" and 
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"workplace" are interwoven. Though lacking kinship relations with their employers, 
foreign domestic workers live under the same roof as other members of their 
employers' households and provide carework. Colen and Sanjek (1990:179) pinpoint 
this situation in household work by noting that “worldwide, millions of homes are 
workplaces, and millions of workplaces are homes." Unlike our common 
understanding of the concept of "home," the domestic worker's home in Hong Kong 
refers to the place where she (or occasionally he) sleeps, eats, and at the same time 
labours. Living and working at the same place, the workers find it difficult to draw a 
sharp line between work and non-work. 
As a consequence, it is likely that workers have to reshuffle the relationship 
between their personal life and work. Constable (2000) describes how the identity of 
Filipino domestic workers is constituted through negotiating public spaces and the 
private home. Yeoh and Huang (1998:593) demonstrate the strategies and styles used 
by migrant domestic workers for negotiating private-public realms by "colonization of 
prime public areas." The reconstruction of private-public boundary involves not only 
the domestic workers but also their employers. According to Lan (2003:538): "[w]hen 
the private home becomes a workplace, employers construct multi-layered family 
boundaries to fence their privacy. By contrast, migrant live-in domestic workers 
enhance their privacy by reorganizing public and private spaces in their lives." From 
this perspective, the interpenetration of private-public spheres in this occupation has 
turned the private household into a contested terrain where foreign domestic workers 
and their employers negotiate their zones of privacy, and this negotiation process 
would, from time to time, manifest the status discrepancy between workers and 
employers. We will see in the latter chapters of the data analysis that workers and 
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employers get involved in different ways of negotiations for their zones of time and 
space in the sphere of private households, by which diverse modes of domination and 
deference structured by asymmetrical power relations can be observed. 
2.3 Power Dynamics 
Power dynamics in the case of domestic employment usually refer to the ways 
that the employers exercise power over their workers and how the workers respond to, 
or resist, the exercise of power over them.^ The power dynamics impinge, implicitly 
or explicitly, on the living and working conditions of the workers, and the private 
lives of their employers. Such dynamics also mirror how the workers and the 
employers construct their identities in relation to one another. 
Two main views in regard to power relations can be extracted from the previous 
studies of foreign domestic workers: 1) power relations between foreign domestic 
workers and their employers are asymmetrical; 2) their power relations are negotiated 
and contested. These two views are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Asymmetrical 
power relations between employers and workers do not necessarily imply a one-sided 
domination vis-a-vis subjugation. Instead, the power dynamics between the two 
parties can vary according to the outcome of complex negotiations in everyday lives 
although such variation will be governed to some extent by the structural asymmetry 
of power resources between the two parties. 
The view that domestic work involves an asymmetrical power structure is 
1 There are two contrasting discourses about power dynamics. One is the dialectical struggle of 
absolute domination vis-a-vis collective action to revolutionize any oppressive conditions (e.g., 
protects), and another is the mutually-constitutive struggle of the human subject to define himself or 
herself within the relations (Groves and Chang 1999:235-237). 
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consistent with the idea that the normal employment relationship inherently involves 
differential access to power resources on the part of employers and employees. But 
more importantly, it links domestic work not only to the formal wage relationship but 
also to the historical legacies of slavery and colonialism that is complicated by the 
intersecting inequalities of class, gender, and race. Domestic work is rooted in the 
primordial status of mistress-/ master-servant relationships in Western culture. There 
is an extensive literature in the United States concerned with the black female 
domestic servants (usually referred to as African American women) working in the 
white employer households (e.g., Romero 1992; Dill 1994). Other studies have 
contributed to the narratives of histories of slavery in many other regions of the world 
(e.g., Colen and Sanjek 1991). Bakan and Stasiulis (1995:317-318) comment as 
follows in their review of slaves and domestic servants throughout the colonies in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries: 
Throughout colonial Africa, for instance, British, Dutch, and French imperial 
policy included homecraft classes for women and young girls. In Latin America, 
Asia, and the Caribbean, the legacy of centuries of imperialism has led to the 
continual creation of unemployed female workers who are recruited to perform 
domestic duties for the families of colonial settlers or the families of the 
indigenous urban elites. ...The African slave trade and the expansion of 
plantation societies in the Caribbean and the southern United States were 
similarly central to this global process and were pivotal links between racism 
and the exploitation of female domestic labor. Black women, as slaves and 
servants, were commoditized as both the laborers and sexual objects of their 
white masters. Out of these conditions flourished the image of "Aunt Jemima," 
"the black "mammy" who was expected to care for the children of white ladies 
in the slave conditions of plantation America. Slavery as a form of domestic 
service, with its attendant cruelties, also existed in Britain during the time. 
The stereotype of domestic workers as women, non-white, Third-World, and 
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fictive-kin was constructed from the legacies of slavery and colonialism. The 
mistress- /master-servant relationship thus came to represent the multiple axes of 
social inequalities including gender, race, and class. (Colen and Sanjek 1990). The 
traditional elements of servitude can still persist in contemporary domestic jobs. Coser 
(1973) argues that irrespective of whether it is formally based on contract or not, the 
domestic servant as an occupational role is rooted in ascribed status, particularistic 
standards, diffuse obligations, a high degree of control, and restrictions on private life. 
Although slavery per se has largely disappeared, domestic employment 
continues to expand internationally. Researchers have studied the domestic workers 
who have migrated to other countries to participate in the process of transnational 
carework. Constable (1999) questions the nature of home, diaspora, and exile for 
Filipino domestic workers in the process of migration to Hong Kong and returns to 
the Philippines. Hondagneu-Sotelo (2001) discusses the migration of Latina workers 
and the strategies of labour control under multiple recruitment mechanisms, and 
concludes with policy recommendation for upgrading the domestic work by 
formalizing and collectively organizing the occupation. Parrenas (2001) documents 
the experiences of Filipino domestic workers as diasporic subjects in Rome and Los 
Angeles, and how the particular process of subject formation among the workers is 
(re-) constituted through their dislocations. As the global servants of global capitalism, 
Filipino workers in different cities shared the experiences of contradictory class 
mobility and displaced motherhood. As previous studies show, migration status (lack 
of citizenship status) overlaps with other systems of stratification including gender, 
race, and class to accentuate the social divide between employers and workers. 
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The second view in the existing literature devotes more attention to the 
interactive dynamics between employers and workers. In spite of the hierarchical 
nature of relationships between two parties, the social distance between employers 
and workers is viewed as subject to negotiation. Glenn (1992:33) connects the 
systems of race and gender to explore the conditions of domestic service among 
racial-ethnic women in United States throughout the historical shift from servants to 
the commodified services, suggesting that “[b]ecause they are socially constructed, 
race and gender systems are subject to contestation and struggle." Constable (1997) 
uses the Foucaldian perspective to delineate the day-to-day lives of Filipino domestic 
workers in Hong Kong. Filipino workers are controlled by the disciplines emanating 
from their employers, the employment agencies, the local government, and their own 
self-discipline. The resistance of Filipino workers varies from the formal, collective 
form of protests to less confrontational, everyday forms including ways of using space, 
jokes and pranks (Constable 1997:155-179). As power and resistance coexist and 
constantly reassert themselves against each other, Filipino workers should not be 
viewed as oppressed or empowered but be seen as the participants in the process of 
constructing and reconstructing power relations in their employment (Constable 
1997:11). 
Other studies with relatively less emphasis on power relations investigate how 
the workers, as well as the employers, construct their identity and positions through 
the process of negotiation with the other party. Adams and Dickey (2000) analyze the 
identity politics of "we-they" distinctions and fabrics of hegemony of domestic 
service in South and Southeast Asia. Focusing on the symbolic and ideological 
aspects of domestic service, they see "hegemony as constructed by all who take apart", 
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"inhering in everyday, informal, and often relatively inchoate aspects of living, as 
well as in formal and articulate ideological systems", and “continuously remade 
through interaction and negotiation" (Adams and Dickey 2000:8). Lan (2003:525-527) 
argues the private home that employs migrant domestics is a “contested terrain" 
where employers and workers negotiate socio-categorical and socio-spatial 
boundaries. Through negotiating social boundaries, the identities of both parties are 
constituted and social inequalities are reproduced and contested. 
2.4 Between the Personalized and the Bureaucratized 
Rollins (1985:156) attributes the exploitative conditions of foreign domestic 
workers to the personal relationship between employers and employees. For this 
reason, some writers have posited that bureaucratizing and institutionalizing domestic 
jobs should be an effective way for domestic workers to change the demeaning 
aspects of their working conditions (e.g., Hondagneu-Sotelo 2001). Generally 
speaking, personalized and bureaucratized types of relations have been analyzed 
separately among many previous studies. In reality, however, the form of working 
arrangement in domestic employment (private domestic work or organizational 
household service work) can lie somewhere in between the personalized and the 
bureaucratized types of relations. In many migrant-receiving countries including 
Canada, Taiwan, and Hong Kong, the employment of live-in foreign domestic 
workers is of course regulated by local legislation and government agencies. While 
state-regulation applied to the private domain contributes to the bureaucratization of 
the employment relationship, features associated with personalized types of relations 
can never be completely eliminated. 
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With some notable exceptions (e.g., Mendez 1998; Lan 2003), few researchers 
have systematically analyzed the types of relations falling between the "personalized" 
and the "bureaucratized." Examining both private domestic arrangements and contract 
household service agencies, Mendez (1998) challenges the mainstream argument of 
modernization theory that the conditions of paid domestic work can be improved by 
the bureaucratically organized form of labour arrangements. Moreover, some 
managers in household service agencies might still prefer using the strategies of 
personalism to control the workers (Mendez 1998). Instead of taking sides regarding 
which type of relationship is best suited to improve working conditions, Lan (2003) 
uses the concept of social boundary to analyze the negotiation of the private and 
public spheres between both employers and workers. 
In line with the previous studies concerning the social negotiation between both 
parties, I conceptualize the employment relations of foreign domestic workers in 
terms of contrasting ideal types of the personalized type of relations and 
bureaucratized type of relations. These types are elaborated in the next chapter and 
subsequently used to analyze relations between foreign domestic workers and the 
families that employ them in Hong Kong. 
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CHAPTER 3 Conceptual Framework: The Personalized/ Bureaucratized 
Typology and Interactive Dynamics in Domestic Employment 
This chapter provides the conceptual framework that will be used for data 
analysis. The first part clarifies several assumptions underlying this research. In the 
latter part of this chapter, I present my typology of domestic employment relations in 
terms of a contrast between the "personalized" and "bureaucratized". In the ensuing 
two chapters, this typology of employment relations will be used as the analytical lens 
to illuminate the complexity of the interrelationships between foreign domestic 
workers and their employers. 
3.1 Assumptions of the Present Study 
I make two underlying assumptions in this research. First, I avoid the binary 
view that the personalized type of relations leads only to control and subjugation, and 
that the bureaucratic type of relations leads automatically to a liberal working 
environment. Mendez (1998) demonstrates that some domestic workers have more 
options and greater potential for negotiating wages and control over the work process 
than the household service agencies. Lan (2003:526) notes that domestic workers and 
their employers develop different preferences for one or the other type of relations. 
Taking into account the subjective dispositions and the actual "exchanges" of both 
employers and workers, it is possible that the personalized type of relations would not 
necessarily be exploitative nor would bureaucratized type of the relations necessarily 
be equalitarian. It depends on the outcome of negotiations. This negotiation process 
between both parties in pursuit of their own interests is never static but varies 
according to different symbolic interpretations, as well as under different 
circumstances of day-to-day lives. The two types of relations represent two 
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contrasting images of the negotiation process. This research will demonstrate how the 
interactive dynamics of social negotiation are expressed differently in the two types of 
relations. 
Second, I place great emphasis on the employee-employer relationship within 
the domestic employment situation in order to avoid mystifying such employment by 
such concepts as kinship or servitude (Sanjek and Colen 1990:3-4). This research 
seeks to reinstate domestic work as a normal employment relationship in that both 
parties to the relationship are presumed to work together for their individual and 
collective interests. Both employers and workers, as the core participants in the 
employment relationship, form the center of attention in this research. Sanjek and 
Colen (1990:178-184) discuss how this actor-centered approach requires that the 
participant's point of view be taken into account to explain the trajectories of 
household work. Different types of relations between employers and workers should 
be relevant not only to understanding variations in the working conditions but also to 
understanding the personal lives of the employers. This research will, therefore, bring 
in the perspectives of both parties by considering how they interpret and experience 
their employment relations. 
In order to systematically analyze the interactive dynamics in the domestic 
employment, this research typologizes the worker-employer relations in the context of 
the high degree of interpenetration of the private-public spheres. The high degree of 
interpenetration of private-public spheres here can be further understood in the way 
that the working conditions of the domestic occupation encompass not only the 
elements generated from dyadic relations and live-in labour arrangement but also 
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those from bureaucratic organizations and state regulations. In a sense, the setting of 
dyadic relations and live-in labour arrangement can be strongly associated with more 
"premodern", personalistic type of employment relations (more characteristic of 
labour arrangement in domestic sphere), and at the same time, the setting of 
bureaucratic organizations and state regulations is strongly associated with more 
“modem,” institutionalized type of employment relations (more characteristic of 
labour arrangement in public sector). This is the context that the interactive dynamics 
between workers and employers can thus go somewhere along the continnum between 
the personalized and bureaucratized of the relations. 
This situation of "private-public interpenetrativeness" prevails in many 
migrant-receiving countries where domestic workers are protected under local 
legislation. By "controlling for" the variable of state regulationi, this research will 
examine the employment relations of foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong as they 
vary along a continuum from personalized to bureaucratized types of relations across 
different empirical cases of employing households. 
3.2 Typology of Worker-Employer Relations 
In the typology used in this research, the personalized type of relations is 
characterized by affective-based particularism, diffuseness in job obligations, and 
personal attachment. The bureaucratized type of relations is characterized by 
rule-based universalism, standardization in job obligations, and impersonality. 
Although I was inspired by some concepts of industrial relations at the first place that 
1 Anderson (2000:84-85) suggests that 'domestic work regulated/ unregulated by the state' and 
'employer buying personhood/ labour power ' are key variables in the living and conditions of migrant 
domestic workers. 
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I develop this typology (as the worker-employer relationship of domestic work is an 
industrial relation), the two types of relations is basically conceptualized in 
accordance with major theoretical arguments in the previous studies regarding the 
employment relations of migrant domestic workers.^ For instance, degrees of social 
relationship between worker and employer are addressed in the typology, together 
with the arguments of benevolent matemalism (e.g., Rollins 1985; Romero 1992), 
strategic personalism (e.g., Hondagneu-Sotelo 2001), and impersonal relations (e.g., 
Rollins 1985; Lan 2003). The typological formulation of the relations in employment 
is summarized in Table 3.1. 
The first contrasting set of attributes (affective-based particularism, and 
rule-based universalism) is intended to capture differences in the underlying principle, 
orientation and associated attitudes of employers and workers towards the 
employment relations. The second contrasting set (diffuseness in job obligations, and 
standardization in job obligations) is intended to capture the variations in the approach 
of employers and workers to assigning and performing domestic service tasks. The 
third contrasting set (personal attachment, and impersonality) is intended to capture 
the variations in the quality of social relationships, or social connectedness, between 
employers and workers. 
2 These references include: Rollins (1985), Sanjek and Colen (1990), Glenn (1992), Romero (1992), 
Dill (1994), Constable (1997), Mendez (1998), Anderson (2000), Hondagneu-Sotelo (2001), Lan 
(2003) 
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Table 3.1: Types of relations between foreign domestic workers and their employers 
Types of Relations Characteristics 
Personalized 1) Affective-based particularism 
2) Diffuseness in job obligations 
3) Personal attachment 
Bureaucratized 1) Contract-based universalism 
2) Standardization in job obligations 
3) Impersonality 
These contrasting sets of attributes in the typology are relevant not only to the 
beliefs and normative system of employers and workers but also to their interactions. I 
classify employers and workers into particular type of relations according tothe 
characteristics of the employment relations in which they are involved. This study 
assumes that employers and workers are predisposed to a particular type of 
relationship. What factors contribute to such predisposition is beyond the scope of this 
present study (for example, why some people hold a particular type of belief while 
others do not; why some people prefer to act in certain ways while others do not). 
The value of the typology for this research is that it can be used as a conceptual 
tool to demonstrate the social and symbolic implications of social inequalities that are 
embedded in the worker-employer relations and how processes of interaction and 
negotiation are shaped by context and in turn can alter this context. The working 
conditions of foreign domestic workers should not therefore be assumed to be uniform 
across all households (Colen and Sanjek 1990). The power imbalance between 
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employers and workers does not predetermine the particular type of relations since 
these relations are interactively constituted and reconstituted in their everyday lives. 
The typology used in this research is thus intended to help clarify the influence of 
worker-employer relations in shaping such interactive process of power struggles and 
social negotiation between both parties in the relations. 
It must also be emphasized that the two types of relations discussed in this 
research are "ideal types." The personalized/ bureaucratized types of relations can be 
understood as being at opposite ends of a spectrum of possible relationships. It would 
be unusual to find empirical cases that match perfectly the attributes of either extreme. 
Both types of relations are defined vis-a-vis one another, and both have pros and cons 
from the perspectives of employers and workers. 
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3.3 The Personalized Type of Relations 
The personalized type of relations is affective-based in terms of work attitude. 
“Work attitude" refers to the underlying principle and associated attitudes that 
employers and workers bring to their relations. Although these relations in Hong 
Kong are governed by a labour contract as in comparable occupations in many other 
countries, domestic work by migrant workers is special in that it involves the private 
labour arrangement where a single worker deals with a single employer at a time 
(Rollins 1985:91). In the dyadic relationship characteristic of domestic work, the 
working conditions are likely to be controlled by the personal needs of the employers 
(Romero 1992). 
The employers' affective orientations and personal traits can shape the ways 
they manage their domestic workers. For example, some employers exert less direct 
control over their workers if they have trust in them or have certain affective 
orientations towards them. The work attitudes of the workers can also be influenced 
by affectivity. For example, some workers might become highly dependent on the 
employing households when they feel socially excluded in a foreign place. They 
might also feel depressed in caring for employers' children when they have had to 
leave their own families in their home country. 
In this type of relations, job obligations tend to be diffuse. The situation in Hong 
Kong is that it is mandatory for foreign domestic workers to live in their employers' 
households. Previous studies have indicated that the working conditions of domestic 
workers are substantially affected by whether domestic workers are living in the 
employers' households or not. Hondagneu-Sotelo (2001:30-37) points out that 
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whether Latina immigrant women work as live-ins or not is significantly associated 
with their working conditions. Most live-in domestics suffered from a lack of privacy, 
social isolation, problems of eating arrangements, long working hours and low pay. 
Anderson (2000:39-47) argues that immigration status and live-in/ live-out work are 
key variables in the working conditions of migrant domestic workers. Long hours and 
abuse were particularly prevalent in Athens where the domestic workers were all 
undocumented and living in. When they live in the employers' households, the 
workers can be isolated from social networks and mav thus concentrate almost 
entirely on providing personal services to the employers. Their working obligations to 
employing households are likely to be diffuse and the borderline between 
contract-specified duties and the idiosyncratic desires and expectations of the 
employers is likely to be vague. 
As housework can never be "completed", the live-in domestic w orkers are likely 
to find themselves on call at any time. Living with their employers can also make it 
difficult to escape from their employers' surveillance. But diffuse obligations do not 
necessarily have only negative consequences for the workers. Dill (1994:9-12) points 
out that the personalized nature of the employee-employer relationship both 
constrains workers and provides them with the tools to gain considerable control over 
their work. Regardless of the possible negative consequences such as long working 
hours, the workers are likely to have certain amount of autonomy over the work 
process. On the other side, some employers find it difficult to specify exactly what the 
workers need and need not do given that almost every task at home or related to the 
home (e.g., shopping for food, car cleaning) can be viewed as housework. They prefer 
issuing general instructions to their workers about their preferences and expectations 
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about the work. However, with a diffuse working agenda, it is difficult for the 
employers to strictly control the labour process and the quality of the workers' service, 
especially in dual-earner families where no one is present to supervise the workers 
during the daytime. All in all, the level of specification for the labour process, 
including working schedule and working hours, is relatively low in the personalized 
type of relations. 
The employers and the workers tend to have stronger personal attachment to one 
another in this type of relation. Rollins' study (1985) demonstrates that the employers 
may act as a benevolent mother to confirm both their own superior status and the 
inferior status of the worker. Matemalistic practices include the gift-giving of food, 
used clothing or furniture and services (for example, payment of medical bills) and a 
kind of motherly care towards their workers. For other employers, these behaviors 
also serve to compensate the workers for low pay and lack of regular medical benefits, 
paid breaks and vacation, and at the same time to alleviate the employers' sense of 
guilt over the exploitation of the domestic worker (Mendez 1998: 124). In contrast 
with the practices of matemalism, Hondagneu-Sotelo (2001) found that both 
employers and workers use the practices of strategic personalism: to strategically 
establish interpersonal connections and trust though with different interests in mind. 
Many employers attempt to treat the workers as part of the family for the purpose of 
ensuring the quality of childcare work. 
Live-in labour means, for some employers, an unrelated person living in their 
household. The claims for and assignment of fictive-family membership or kinship 
can be a way to rationalize the presence of a stranger at home (Adams and Dickey 
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2001). For Other employers, assigning the workers a familial status can also soften the 
exploitative nature of the labour relations (Sanjek and Colen 1990: 4). On the other 
side, some workers also like to cultivate a patron-client relationship with their 
employers to enhance their chances of gaining raises and extra benefits while others 
deploy strategic personalism to minimize their out-of-pocket expenses, or in reaction 
to the sense of alienation arising from living in a foreign country, or to win certain 
respect from their employers (Lan 2003). In other words, personal attachment to the 
other party in the employment relationship may be instrumentally motivated. 
In brief, the personalized type of relations is characterized by affective-based 
particularism, diffuseness in job obligation, and personal attachment. Previous studies 
on domestic work have assumed that dyadic employment relations and the live-in 
working arrangement are the preconditions for the development of personalized 
relations. But such employment settings do not necessarily lead to the personalized 
type of relations. The type of relations can vary across the empirical cases for the 
reason that in many contexts of paid domestic work (including Hong Kong), these 
"personalized" employment settings are crosscut by aspects of the institutionalized, 
bureaucratic employment settings. The next section discusses this bureaucratized type 
of employment relations. 
3.4 The Bureaucratized Type of Relations 
The bureaucratized type of relations is contract-based in terms of work attitude. 
"Contract-based" means that employers and workers assume their employment to be 
arranged in accordance with the principle of contract. In the study of commercialized 
service work, Glenn (1992:23) argues that "relations with supervisors and clients are 
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hierarchical but they are embedded in an impersonal structure governed by more 
explicit bureaucratized obligations and limits." Adherence to formal rules is 
characteristic of bureaucracies. Although within the private household a single worker 
serves a single employer at a time, domestic employment can be organized along 
bureaucratic lines as a result of state regulation. Like other comparable occupations, 
foreign domestic workers rely on the rules of contract to set their basic working 
conditions. The worker-employer relationship in the case of domestic work in Hong 
Kong is largely governed by a bureaucratized service agreement which sets the 
salaries as well as the terms of the job (the exact tasks that the service entails). 
These contract rules can be seen as the resources for the workers to use to 
prevent being exploited and even to bargain with their employers for more 
humanitarian and equalitarian working conditions/relations. They can perform only 
those tasks specified in the contract and decline to provide any extra work. They may 
like to present themselves as "professionals" which however can mask the 
exploitative nature of domestic work (Constable 1997). On the other side, the 
employers can use the same set of contract terms to demand from their workers the 
maximal work performance. They also have no need to provide the workers with 
benefits beyond what the contract requires. Their freedom to terminate the contract if 
dissatisfied with their domestic worker's performance or attitude gives them ultimate 
control, even though contract termination is not necessarily a desirable option. Under 
the labour legislation in many countries,workers are also supposed to have the right to 
initiate the contract termination as well but this is often a risky option for them. In 
general, these employers and workers usually assume their employment relationship 
to be a short-term one. The workers are likely to have less job security in this type of 
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relations. 
Standardization is another characteristic of bureaucratized type of relations. As 
some previous studies have revealed, the standardization of job specifications for 
domestic work is far less developed than the case of certain types of factory work, 
particularly in the initial stage of the contract relations (Rollins 1985; Constable 1997). 
Nevertheless, a certain level of standardization in domestic work should still be 
achievable, and even preferred by some employers and workers. There are a set of 
routines and standards, generated from the contract terms, to instruct the workers what 
to do. Employment agencies may provide some practical guidance for the employers 
on how to manage the work. With the guidance of the agencies, the employers tend to 
list out what actual tasks are to be done, how each of the tasks is to be prioritized, and 
what standards of work are expected. In the initial stage of the employment, the 
employers need to give clear instructions to the workers about these work details, plus 
their expectations, in order to avoid any disputes concerning the work. The workers 
are expected to adhere to what the employers have listed. Like the labour relations 
involving other low-skilled work where the boss gives the commands and the workers 
are expected to obey, what the domestic workers are expected to do every day is to 
work according to the schedule, perform the routine tasks, and try to meet the 
employer's work standards. 
While the employment is arranged according to rules and regulations, the 
employment relations are also inclined to be impersonal under the bureaucratized type 
of relations. There is no need for the employers to show any "charity" towards their 
workers as long as they offer the legally stipulated benefits. Rollins's (1985) found 
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that the employers liked to see the workers working physically. On the other hand, the 
amount of effort that the workers put into their labour depends on how much they 
earn. They are just "working to the book" to honor their contract but would not 
voluntarily work overtime. Like other blue-collar workers, they view the taking of rest 
breaks for granted (Mendez 1998). Both sides in this type of relations are reluctant to 
invest any emotions into the employment relationship. 
Employment agencies as labour market intermediaries can facilitate the 
maintenance of distant social relations between the workers and their employers. The 
employers usually sign the contract with the workers through the employment 
agencies. The agencies use contract-like agreements to set work terms to resolve 
many of the problems associated with domestic employment. Dissatisfied employers 
can take their complaints to the agency rather than voice them directly to the workers 
themselves. The Labour Department is another intermediary that regulates labour 
relations and mediates in the case of disputes between the employers and workers. 
Most formal work disputes are resolved through the conciliation by the Labour 
Department. With the bureaucratic organizations acting as intermediaries, there may 
not necessarily be any direct negotiation or confrontation between the employers and 
workers. Both parties to the relationship can be mutually alienated and detached to the 
extreme: the employers consider their workers to be outside of their "vision" within 
the household while the workers perform as "housecleaning machines" during their 
working time. 
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3.5 Micropolitics in Domestic Work 
Three contrasting sets of attributes of employment relations are used in the 
typology discussed above. Affective-based particularism/ Rule-based universalism 
demonstrates the aspect of the underlying principle and set of attitudes that employers 
and workers assume towards their relations. Diffuseness/ Standardization in job 
obligations demonstrates the aspect of the job obligations, job assignment and labour 
process. Personal attachment/ Impersonality demonstrates the quality of the personal 
relationship or personal connection between both parties. The personalized/ 
bureaucratized typology is formulated as the analytical lens to re-present and 
re-conceptualize the micropolitical processes of the worker-employer relations in 
domestic employment. 
The employment setting of domestic work characterized by a high degree of 
private-public interpenetration constitutes the broader frame within which employers 
and workers deal with one another along the continuum between the personalized and 
bureaucratized types of the worker-employer relations. The two types of relations can 
be seen as the conceptual carriers where the social negotiations between both parties 
are expressed. How the workers and the employers interact and negotiate mirrors the 
power dynamics between both parties, and their own positioning in the relations. 
Drawing on day-to-day experiences of foreign domestic workers and middle-class, 
Chinese employers in Hong Kong, this research maps out the subjective dispositions 
involved in interpersonal relations between employers and workers that vary from an 
emphasis on informal norms and emotions to formal rules and rational calculation. 
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This chapter describes the research methods I used and the characteristics of my 
samples. The data were collected primarily from in-depth interviews with employers 
and workers. These data form the basis for the ensuing chapters where I flesh out the 
typology of employment relations in the domestic occupation. 
4.1 Methods and Data Collection 
The methodology of this research is qualitative. I carried out my fieldwork from 
September 2004 to March 2005. The fieldwork methods include open-ended, in-depth 
interviews with local Chinese employers, and an ethnographic observation in the 
community of foreign domestic workers and relatively less formal interviews with a 
select number of those workers. The detailed profiles of my informants are listed in 
Appendix A. 
I conducted in-depth interviews with 9 local Chinese households that were 
employing foreign domestic workers. I targeted only Chinese local employers to hold 
their cultural background constant. The employers were defined as whoever signed 
the employment contract with their domestic workers. Using my social network, I 
purposively selected the employer informants as those who were currently married 
and resided in a small-size household with young children. The composition of the 
small-size household including a married couple and young children (i.e., the nuclear 
family) is typical among the population employing foreign domestic workers (Chiu 
and Lee 2004). The interviews, conducted in Cantonese, lasted for 1 to 2 hours. All 
interviews were tape-recorded and fully transcribed later. Quotations included in 
subsequent chapters were translated from Cantonese to English. 
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I participated in Sunday gatherings of foreign domestic workers in different 
public areas of Hong Kong and had informal interviews with 16 foreign domestic 
workers] I took notes for the informal interviews and conversations with the workers. 
All the interviews and the conversations were in English. I did not conduct any formal 
interview and did not tape-record conversations with the workers because I wanted to 
maintain a relaxed environment to avoid distrust or getting 'standard' answers from 
the workers. While sometimes taken during the conversations, my fieldnotes were 
usually written on the spot after the conversations with the workers. My handwritten 
fieldnotes were mainly in English. All were later typed to keep an orderly record. 
4.2 Characteristics of Informants 
The employers and the workers I interviewed are categorized into two groups, 
one for the personalized type of relations, and another for the bureaucratized type of 
relations (Tables 4.1-4.4). I grouped these informants according to my assessment of 
the characteristics of the employment relations in which they were involved.� Five 
employers are grouped under the personalized type of relations (Table 4.1)，and 4 
under the bureaucratized type of relations (Table 4.2). Among the workers, 9 are 
grouped under the personalized type of relations (Table 4.3), and 7 are grouped under 
the bureaucratized type of relations (Table 4.4). The number of employers and 
workers in the personalized type of relations slightly exceed those in the 
bureaucratized type of relations. All the workers in the bureaucratized type of 
relations are Filipina. (Table 4.4) 
1 Refer to "Appendix A—Case Description" for the locations of my fieldwork for the workers. 
2 Also refer to "Appendix A—Case Description". 
3 Refer to Chapter 3, p. 25, concerning the assumption in classifying the informants. 
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4.2.1 Characteristics of Employers 
As shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, of 9 households I covered, 6 employers 
were female and 3 employers were male. The age of the informants ranged from 31 to 
40. In terms of educational background, there was one informant with primary 
education only and two informants with secondary education. The other 6 informants 
had postsecondary education. Except for one female employer who was 
underemployed and one male employer who was a postgraduate student, the 
employers I interviewed were full-time workers. The monthly household income of 
the informants ranged from $30,000 to $70,000. They had been employing foreign 
domestic workers for the periods ranging from 1 to 8 years. Six informants used 
English to communicate with their domestic workers, and the rest used Cantonese. 
Table 4.1: Employer group in personalized type of relations 
Subject (Alias) Sex Age Education Occupation Children (age) 
Ms. Cheng F 38 Secondary Accountant 2 daughters (11,7) 
Mr. Wong M 33 Postsecondary Preacher 1 son (1.5) 
Rebecca F 30-40 Postsecondary Preacher 1 daughter(6);l son(4) 
Venus F 33 Secondary Insurance agent 2 daughters (4, >1) 
Fong F 36 Postsecondary Social worker 1 daughter (2) 
Table 4.2: Employer group in bureaucratized type of relations 
Subject (Alias) Sex Age Education Occupation Children (age) 
Angus M 37 University Businessman 1 son (1) 
Julia F 34 Postsecondary Underemployed 1 son (1.5) 
Mr. Kwok M 31-35 Postgraduate PhD student 1 daughter (2) 
Mrs. Lam F 40 Primary Self-employed 1 son(12);l daughter(3) 
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4.2.2 Characteristics of Workers 
Of the 16 workers I interviewed, 3 were in their 20s, 3 in their 40s, and 1 in their 
50s (Tables 4.3 and 4.4). More than half (9) were in their 30s. Half of the workers had 
received tertiary education. Most of them (9) were working in nuclear families 
comprised of married couples with children but 3 workers were working in the 
households comprised of retired couples. 
With the exception of one worker from Sri Lankan, all the workers I interviewed 
were either Filipinos (11) or Indonesians (4). According to Census and Statistics 
Department (2003:32), the vast majority of the total population of foreign domestic 
workers is comprised of Filipino workers (69.9%) and Indonesian workers (24.5%). 
Beyond the context of Hong Kong, the workers of both nationalities, especially 
Filipino, are major labour sources for the global market for migrant domestic work. 
Accordingly, the data from Filipino and Indonesia workers in Hong Kong can be 
considered as, to some extent, representative of the majority of foreign domestic 
workers. It should be noted that working and living conditions differ between Filipino 
and Indonesian workers. With less human capital and social support than Filipino 
workers, Indonesian domestic workers are more likely to be abused (Loveband 2003). 
While I do note variations in views of workers of the different nationalities towards 
different types of employment relations, I do not intend to offer any causal 
explanations for these variations. 
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Table 4.3: Worker group in personalized type of relations 
Subject (Alias) Age Nationality Education Host family 
Amber 30s Filipina Secondary Retired couple 
Sandra 40s Filipina Tertiary Retired couple 
Irene 50s Filipina Secondary Retired couple 
Deborah 30s Filipina University Couple; young children 
Sisi 20s Indonesian High school Couple; daughter 
Ashlee 30s Indonesian High school Couple; son 
Vien 30s Indonesian Secondary Couple; son 
Olivia 30s Indonesian Secondary N/A 
Dee 40s Sri Lankan N/A Couple; daughter; son 
Table 4.4: Worker group in bureaucratized type of relations 
Subject (Alias) Age Nationality Education Host family 
Shirley 40s Filipina High school Couple; son 
Keisha 20s Filipina Tertiary Couple; son 
Christina 30s Filipina Tertiary N/A 
Jena 30s Filipina Tertiary Couple; daughter 
Chloe 30s Filipina University Couple; young children 
Nadine 20s Filipina University Couple; young children 
Germaine 30s Filipina University Couple; young children 
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4.3 Non-Matching Cases 
Labour relations are interactive by nature yet in no case did I interview a worker 
and employer from within the same household. The reasons for not doing so are 
largely practical. To find a case matching both worker and employer within the same 
household is very difficult because most of the employing households are likely to be 
suspicious if I were to ask permission to interview their workers because of concerns 
about what aspects of their family life might be disclosed. Lan (2003:530) faced some 
practical problems in trying to interview both employer and worker within the same 
household despite being allowed to do so. She explains that the interview might 
become a "compulsory" job assignment for the workers and that the researcher might 
also be perceived as "the employer's friend", thus creating an obstacle to 
establishment of trust in the researcher. (P. 530) 
I do not consider this to be a critical problem given that this research focuses 
primarily on the subjective dispositions and individual volition of the parties in the 
domestic labour relationship. In addition, to redress the balance, the two chapters 
focusing on data analysis will connect the individual experiences and interpretation of 
both workers and employers in order to demonstrate the interactive nature of (psycho-) 
dynamics between two parties operates. 
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As discussed in the previous chapter, the personalized type of relations is 
characterized by three aspects: 1) Affective-based particularism as the underlying 
principle and attitudinal orientation that employers and workers assume towards their 
relations; 2) diffuseness in the aspect of job obligations; and 3) personal attachment in 
the aspect of social connectedness. These elements of personalism are more prevalent 
in the employment relations of domestic workers than any other comparable 
occupation (Rollins 1985). As we shall see, numerous examples from the everyday 
lives of employers and workers illuminate how both parties engage each other in the 
personalized type of relations and how this type of relations is complicated by 
conflicting ideologies, choices and constraints, compromises, and disciplines� 
5.1 Affective-Based Particularism 
Affective-based particularism refers to a set of work attitudes of employers and 
workers highlighting individual beliefs and preferences, and personal qualities in the 
employment relationship. The ideological and idiosyncratic elements in their 
orientation to work relations predispose employers and workers to negotiate with one 
another in some particular ways but at the same time these elements and actual 
behaviour are also adjusted in the ongoing process of negotiation during their 
day-to-day contacts with one another as each tries to satisfy their own particular needs 
and gain "rewards." 
1 See "Appendix A—Case Description" for the profiles of the group of employers and workers in the 
personalized type of relations. 
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5.1.1 Working Philosophy 
Employers and workers have their own working philosophies regarding 
domestic employment. Many employers believe that it is not effortless to be an 
employer of foreign domestic worker. Playing the role of employer effectively 
requires the right social skills and worldly wisdom. Accumulating experience from 
day-to-day contacts with the domestic workers can improve their skillfulness in being 
an employer. For example, one middle-class female employer, Venus, had been a 
secondary-school teacher, and currently worked as an insurance agent. In our 
conversation, she presented herself as a “liberal,” well-educated employer. Venus 
recognized the importance of the employer's qualities in influencing the nature of the 
employment relationship: 
In my observation, whether a Filipino maid can be employed for a long 
time or short time really heavily depends on the "ma'am," that is, the character of 
the master. Whether you know how to deal with someone or not is so important. 
Just like what I said, how do you live together with someone who is not related, 
not kin, and even from a different "level" than you? How do you get along well 
[with your worker]? I think it takes knowledge. 
Such employer "knowledge" matters in the decision-making process of selecting 
a foreign domestic worker. As Hondagneu-Sotelo (2001) suggests, the "idiosyncratic 
wishes" (personal preference and desires) of the employers predispose them to use a 
particular channel in the selection of their worker. Many employers place much 
emphasis on the process of recruitment. Employers like Venus prefer to find the 
workers through their informal networks rather than through the formal employment 
agencies. When I asked her by what standards she selected a foreign domestic worker, 
Venus answered without any hesitation that "honesty" is the first criterion. She gave 
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the following account of the process of employing her current Filipino domestic 
worker who was introduced by her sisterly friend from her church: 
The baby of one 'sister' [friend] in my church passed away.... Then she 
asked me to pick up her worker Since the worker actually came to her [friend] 
household for about two months and then had to leave [after that tragic incident], 
she [worker] felt out of sorts. I saw her, and then I hired her. Up till now. 
After familiarizing herself with the worker's details including work performance 
through her friend, Venus thought she already had certain "understanding" of the 
worker: 
she [friend] just told me she [the worker] worked so orderly, and was 
so tidy and so docile. Then I've had a talk with her [the worker] and understood 
her. 
Despite the fact that she had already paid the employment application fees to the 
placement agency, Venus finally decided to cancel the application and hire her friend's 
worker based on her friend's recommendation and her own assessment of the worker. 
In fact, many employers like Venus prefer employing a domestic worker through their 
personal networks because they believe this yields more reliable information about 
the trustworthiness of the potential recruit. 
Employers have traditionally believed that a good domestic worker is one who 
is docile. Venus for example liked the workers she hired to be nearly as docile as 
Muijai used to be. Venus explained why she could "feel comfortable" with her worker: 
"She rarely chats on the phone; she doesn't like going to the street; she is so 
introverted." Then I asked her, "You like [the worker who is] rather introverted?" And 
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she answered, "I like it. I think she is docile. The kind of workers I worry about most 
is those who go to the street all the time and care more about their telephone calls all 
the time." Like most employers, Venus preferred her Filipino worker to have a shy, 
reclusive personality similar to what a stereotypically traditional Chinese servant 
might have had. 
While the employers are free to carry out their working ideas, foreign domestic 
workers on the other side of the contract are relatively more constrained in their 
employment choices, such as selecting their employers, due to the existing legislative 
restrictions on changing employers . Placed in a relatively restrictive working 
environment, the workers tend to maintain their employer's satisfaction with them, as 
their main work goal. Sitting down on the plastic tablecloth to join their picnicking 
colleagues on their holidays, a group of Indonesian domestic workers described to me 
their working experiences in Hong Kong. They repeatedly pointed out that it was 
necessary to please their employers because their "hand-to-mouth" existence 
primarily depended on doing so. In an attempt to win the "heart" of their employers, 
they did whatever their employers wanted them to do. I also heard a similar opinion 
from a group of Filipino domestic workers on another Sunday afternoon. They said 
that they had to adjust their living patterns after starting to work in the employing 
households. All of them agreed that "to make their employers happy" was the core 
aspect of their work. This was important for the workers to improve their relations 
with their employers and thus to gain more materialistic or non-materialistic benefits 
from them. 
2 Refer to Chapter 1, p. 7, for details. 
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In order to please their employers, they had to do what their employers asked 
them to do. Providing only the services stipulated in the contract is not effective 
enough to maintain their employers' favour. More critical was to please their 
employers by "performing" as docile and obedient workers. They accepted the virtues 
of docility like hard work and a high degree of compliance. Working for her employer 
for 15 years long—the longest employment period among the workers I 
interviewed—Irene found the most important quality as a domestic worker in her 
career to be "honesty". Whether her employer was present in the household or not, 
she was never slothful about performing the tasks assigned by her employers. She did 
such a good job that her employers were satisfied with her. This work attitude 
matches the expectation of those employers like Venus who value highly the qualities 
of honesty and docility. As we can see, many domestic workers are predisposed to 
work with a humble, compliant attitude in order to gain the personal recognition from 
their employers and incorporate themselves into the employing households. In 
addition, the domestic workers may believe that they can achieve a reduction in their 
work load from their employers by putting on a submissive mask (Colen 1991: 
209-210). 
Workers are also motivated by a desire to maintain employment stability. For 
this reason, the workers accept all the decisions made by their employers and never 
intend to challenge their authority. Constable (1997:180-201) argues that disciplines 
on Filipino domestic workers have been imposed not only by employment agencies, 
employers, and the government but also unwittingly by themselves. Self-discipline 
makes it easier for these workers to tolerate work difficulties and provides them with 
a certain degree of work satisfaction and some forms of pleasure (Constable 
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1997:202-210). Through rationalizing difficulties as the shared experience of the 
whole migrant worker community, foreign domestic workers could manage to show a 
high degree of docility to please their employers. 
Among a group of the Indonesian workers I interviewed was Vien. She had been 
a full-time housewife before working in Hong Kong. She had the same feeling as the 
others in her group that they were no more than domestic maids. When I asked them 
whether they would like to be treated as close sisters by their employers, Vien and the 
others in the group all admitted that they wished for that. However, in reality, they 
knew their place. Vien posed a rhetorical question in turn, "Do you know what we 
do?" They identified themselves as a domestic maid only. In their view, it was 
fruitless to attempt to gain more than what a domestic maid is supposed to have. They 
were anxious about any change that would harm the current relations with their 
employers. "We are happy about the current situation," Vien added. This indicates that 
these workers were aware of the potential costs of trying to change anything in their 
current situations. As Constable (1997) suggests, some workers tend to be highly 
passive towards their employment relations. Vien and the others expressed strong 
satisfaction with their current employers because, as they explained to me, their 
working conditions were much better than those in other employing households where 
a domestic worker was treated as a "real servant" and "not allowed to sit or stand here, 
here, and here!" In their view, Indonesian workers were expected to experience tough 
times in domestic employment so that employers who treated them well were 
considered extraordinarily benevolent. 
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5.1.2 Workers' Presence in Public Spaces 
Irrespective of the modernized and regulated conditions, the work of foreign 
domestic workers in Hong Kong is, to certain extent, embedded in the legacies of the 
mistress-/ master-servant culture. Anderson (2000:2) argues that a number of 
employers are buying the personhood of their workers rather than just their labour 
power: 
The domestic worker, whether 'cleaner', 'nanny' or 'servant', is fulfilling a 
role, and crucial to that role is her reproduction of the female employer's status 
(middle-class, non-labourer, clean) in contrast to herself (worker, degraded, dirty). 
I assert, with particular reference to the caring function of domestic labour, that it 
is the worker's "personhood", rather than her labour power, which the employer 
is attempting to buy, and that the worker is thereby cast as unequal in the 
exchange. This is important to our understanding of the 'slavery' of domestic 
work. 
Many employers like to control their workers' personal lives as well as their 
work performance. They tend to try to organize the daily timetable of their workers 
including their rest time, what they eat, and their private activities. An attempt to keep 
their workers inside the household is one manifestation of the hidden sense of slavery, 
showing the employers' belief that servants can be treated as part of their private 
property (Coser 1973). Venus is an example of the employers who made every effort 
to stop her worker from having social relations outside the household during the 
weekdays. She stressed that her worker hardly needed to go out during the weekdays. 
To attempt to "lock" her worker in, Venus shared the tasks of food shopping and car 
cleaning. She explained why she did not want her worker to go shopping for food: 
This is based on two reasons. One is that I don't want to give her money 
because I think it's very tempting [to the worker]. You find very difficult to 
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control many things. So I'll try to shop on my own, and then she doesn't need to 
bother, or to think about it. Second, I don't want her to carry my baby when she 
goes around the wet market. I think this is more important because I saw other 
workers carrying babies on their backs and going anywhere, and then they might 
chat when meeting someone whom they knew. It's all about that. The feeling is 
just like to unleashing the dogs. I do not like it much. 
Her use of the phrase "to unleash the dogs" could imply a sense of mistress/ 
master status on a deep level. Some employers regard their domestic workers as 
nearly the same as the traditional Chinese bond-servants and hence they feel free to 
manipulate them. Aside from a sense of slavery, some employers who seclude their 
workers do so because of practical concerns about their children's safety. Employers 
perceive many potential dangers facing their children outside of the home, and worry 
that their domestic workers would be unable to handle these dangers without their 
direct supervision. The employers are also concerned about what workers do on their 
days off. Yeoh and Huang (1998:589-90) found that many employers in Singapore 
preferred not to give any regular days off to their workers since they feared their 
workers could become corrupted once out of their purview. Some employers I 
interviewed would encourage their workers to stay at home during their rest days to 
avoid, as Ms. Cheng put it, "unnecessary consumption." 
Matching the employers' wishes, some domestic workers were also not keen to 
go out even on their rest days. Contrary to what might be assumed, they did not feel 
the need to "escape" from their employer's home during their holidays. Olivia, Vien's 
younger sister, had only two days off per month and preferred to spend them by 
staying at her employing household. Like most of Indonesian workers, she was highly 
passive towards her employment arrangements. When I asked her why she had not 
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tried to ask for the officially stipulated number of rest days, Olivia replied after 
thinking about it for a while, "I don't know why." It seems that she has never thought 
about actively pursuing her right to have four days off per month. But Olivia was also 
conscious of her status as outsider in Hong Kong. One reason she did not like to go 
out was that she thought that Hong Kong people disliked Indonesians and treated 
them rudely. This preference of staying at home during the holidays might be related 
to the discrimination in the wider society that foreign domestic workers have been 
sensitive due to lack of rights of citizenship and social support (Bakan and Stasiulis 
1995). 
Other Indonesian workers in Olivia's group also expressed no clear idea about 
why they should go out during their holidays. They said that they went out simply 
because they had nothing to do "at home." If the employing households needed them, 
they would keep working on their rest days to gain the extra money. They also chose 
occasionally to use their days off to take a rest within the employing households. It 
should, however, be noted that not all the workers in the personalized type of relations 
are, in terms of personality, "the introvert at home." Some workers I interviewed said 
that they liked to "steal" some personal time to chat with other domestic workers on 
the street when shopping for food. A middle-aged Filipino worker, Sandra, reported 
that going out to clean the car gave her the chance to chat with other workers in the 
neighborhood. 
5.1.3 Confrontations 
Employers and workers seldom live together in perfect harmony. Given the 
differences in social status and ethnicity between the parties, we might expect just the 
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opposite, i.e. considerable tensions between them. Hondagneu-Sotelo (2002:55) 
points out that as a result of lack of trust or respect between the two parties to the 
employment relationship, many cases of domestic employment terminate in conflicts. 
Under normal circumstances, however, employers and workers are not disposed to 
initiate, if not to avoid entirely, a blowup. This reflects their interdependence: Female 
employers need someone else to share housework, especially the work of childcare, 
while domestic workers need the money (Kaplan 1987: 93). 
Rebecca, who worked as a preacher, had employed her Filipino domestic worker 
for 6 years. She thought her Filipino worker's housecleaning service was 
unsatisfactory but the quality of her worker's babysitting was up to standard. She 
frankly admitted that her family relied heavily on the worker's help with childcare 
and therefore she rarely complained to her worker about any unsatisfactory work 
performance. To ensure that the standard of childcare work was maintained, Rebecca 
did not mind assisting her worker with housecleaning chores. Although she tended to 
avoid conflicts, she could not keep silent about the loan problems of her worker: "One 
time I got mad [at her] was because [we] received a letter really written by the loan 
shark. I was really irritated. I claimed I needed to call the police!" 
Most Filipino domestic workers are Christians. Rebecca's family is also 
Christian. Their similar religious background helped tone down the disputes. After her 
short-lived anger over her domestic's loan problem, Rebecca decided to discuss the 
matter with her worker and came up with the feasible solution: she would help repay 
all the worker's debts first. A certain amount of the worker's wage would then be 
deducted every month in repayment. Despite annoyance with her worker's loan 
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problems on more than one occasion, Rebecca claimed, during my interview with her, 
that she forgave her worker in the end. The main reason is that she and her worker had 
the same religious faith: 
Because she is also going to the church. The priest sometimes gave me a phone 
call [about the worker]. Then [I] really trust her. She really didn't go elsewhere but to 
church once she had holidays. 
Venus dealt with the loan problems of her Filipino worker in another way. To 
alleviate her anxiety over her worker taking out loans again, Venus kept her passport 
since migrant workers need it to obtain loans. However, Venus rejected the use of 
more radical measures adopted by some of her friends. For example, she would not 
follow her friends to install a webcam for surveillance of her worker during the 
daytime when she and her husband were out working. Instead, she attempted to find 
out the nuances of her worker's living and working situation. She believed that by 
having a better understanding of her worker's thinking and personal life she could 
circumvent any conflicts with her worker in advance. 
In spite of the attempt to find a constructive solution for problems with their 
workers, many employers might sometimes utilize the strategy of a dismissal warning 
to discipline a "rebel" worker whom they could no longer tolerate. The threat of 
dismissal is a drastic yet common tactic used by employers to silence their workers in 
any confrontation (Hondagneu-Sotelo 2002). In conflicts with the domestic workers, 
the employers usually have the final overruling power due to the asymmetrical power 
structure of employment. Ms. Cheng who worked as an accountant was a middle-aged 
employer with two children. When she found something about her first Indonesian 
worker's performance to be unsatisfactory, Ms. Cheng would scold her. The worker 
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would then storm around the kitchen after being blamed. Ms. Cheng described her 
behaviour: "Flung my wok, my saucepan ！ She even threw away the whole dish of 
food I made. She was bad-tempered." She added, "I didn't talk to her. I knew she was 
in a bad mood. [But] there's no reason for her to refuse to eat or fling my pans and 
dishes just because she's in a bad mood after I scolded her. There's no reason for me, 
as an employer, to say sorry to her! Sometimes if it's excessive, I 'd ask her, ‘Do 
you want to stay or not?' But every time she wrote a slip to say sorry." Faced with the 
threat of dismissal, the worker eventually bowed down to Ms. Cheng. 
Other employers I interviewed, despite considering terminating the current 
contract, would probably not have done so in the end. These employers expected to 
maintain long-term relations with their workers since they preferred the workers to 
stay for the sake of their children. Accordingly, the main intention of informing their 
workers of their possible dismissal was, more or less, to "issue an ultimatum". This 
tactic was used to make sure an arrogant or irresponsible worker knows her place. It 
was a way for employers to reassert their position as the "master/ mistress" who 
should have absolute control over the "ins and outs" of their workers. 
Workers do not necessarily suffer oppression from "authoritarian" employers in 
a passive manner. Although they usually dare not confront their employers directly, 
the workers can use what Constable (1997:174-178) describes as "the subtler form of 
resistance," or "everyday resistance," against unfair treatment. Other than the 
presence in public areas as protest, language, jokes, and humor are among the 
psychological tactics that workers resort to to resist the coercive discipline of the 
employers. In a study of African-American domestics, Dill (1988:37-43) reveals that 
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the use of chicanery and cajolery (other than confrontation) is a prevalent way for 
workers to resist demeaning working conditions. Workers typically make jokes about 
their employers' lives in order to psychologically and symbolically neutralize the 
degraded nature of their work. Colen (1991:210) explains such resistance tactics using 
Goffman's notions of frontstage and backstage: “In front stage situations, they were 
expressed only in a pleading or joking fashion. Thus, employers who were treated 
very respectfully during a work 'performance,' were often ridiculed, gossiped about, 
caricatured, criticized, and even cursed when the performers were backstage." 
Deborah, a Filipina worker, never thought that she would treat her employers as 
close friends. She worked hard not because she was strongly committed to doing so 
but because hard work enabled her to make a good living for herself. She joked about 
her employer: "They always talk, talk, talk! They keep talking like a bee." Many 
workers like Deborah tend to mock the stupidity of employers by imitating the 
employers' mannerisms, their speech patterns and so (Colen 1991: 210). According to 
Deborah, her employer thought that a domestic worker was stupid and needed 
long-winded working instructions. Deborah could not be bothered to listen carefully 
to those superfluous words. She just kept the sense of humor to see how stupid in her 
eye her "unfriendly" employer was to provide the long-winded working instructions. 
While many workers employ the practices of everyday resistance to cope with 
unsatisfactory working conditions, they also try to avoid confrontations with their 
employers. They dare not risk any confrontation with their employers since they 
recognize that they risk being fired if they do so. Some suffer ill-treatment or contract 
violations from their employers in silence. On the individual level, they can 
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rationalize their "victimized" situations (Constable 1997). They can attribute their 
deprivation and oppression to their personal misfortune and the stagnant economy of 
their home countries (Lan 2003: 543). Some tolerate their hardship by regarding their 
current situation as temporarily inequitable as if "doing time" in prison" (Cohen 
1991:209). They believe that they would someday experience upward mobility by 
making use of the money they earned overseas (Parrenas 2001). They also feel they 
play an important role by sacrificing their own life chances for the future well-being 
of their own families. The domestic worker community encourages the workers to 
work docilely for the sake of their own families and for the sake of national pride 
(Constable 1997: 180-181). The workers would tolerate hardships in return for a 
secure employment status. 
Sometimes they even give up their right to complain about their employers. Dee, 
a domestic worker from Sri Lanka, had worked in a dual-earner family for 4 years. 
Her main duty was to take care of the employer's 5-year-old son. She made every 
effort to keep her host family satisfied with her job performance in order to retain her 
job. According to the local labour legislation, Dee was entitled to receive a long 
service payment from her employer after five years of continuous service with her 
employing household�. However, she had no plan to discuss this matter with her 
employer in the next two-year contract. She said that she was very willing to accept 
any arrangement even if the long service payment were not offered. Evidently, many 
domestic workers like Dee whose top priority is employment stability prefer to avoid 
any confrontation with the employers even if it means giving up their rights. 
3 According to the Employment Ordinance, an employer should pay long service payment to the 
domestic worker if he/she has worked continuously for not less than five years. 
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As we can see, the workers have ambivalent attitudes towards their situation 
similar to what Dill (1994:139) has described: "their stories chronicle a balancing act, 
a walk on a tightrope with the loss of an independent personal life on one side and the 
loss of the means of subsistence on the other. For the most part, they acknowledged 
these constraints without acquiescing to them; they simultaneously accepted and 
resisted their social role." 
5.2 Diffuse Work Obligations 
Diffuseness in workers' obligations is another characteristic of the personalized 
type of relations. This may be due to the non-specific nature of domestic work. 
Although there have been some restrictions placed on deployment of foreign domestic 
workers in the Standard Employment Contract*, the domestic duties specified in the 
contract can hardly be all-inclusive given the actual situation of day-to-day household 
chores, which is associated with disorder to a certain extent (Oakley 1974). The 
restrictions and the job specification can only outline the common areas of do's and 
don'ts for the workers' deployment. Domestic duties are commonly understood to 
include meal preparation, cleaning, house maintenance and repair and child care. 
However, the contract does not specify how the workers should perform the duties 
and does not include any situational duties. Lacking experience, many employers start 
to organize the domestic employment in an extempore way. By a process of triad and 
error, through spending time in daily contact with their workers, they gradually figure 
out how the work runs in the home. 
For the task of buying general household merchandise, Ms. Cheng needed to 
4 Refer to Chapter 1, pp. 6-7，for details 
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spend some time to come up with the practical plan with her worker: "Over all these 
years, I have gotten used to buying the household stuff by myself. As for what she 
[her worker] needs to buy, my worker and I have a tacit understanding that we write 
down what the household needs to buy on a piece of paper and stick it to the fridge." 
This tacit understanding emerged after working together with her worker over some 
time. As this example shows, there is ample scope for employers and workers to 
explore what needs to be done and how in the domestic service. 
Rather than an elaborate job agenda, many employers prefer to provide general 
instructions and guidelines to their workers. What they would do is to introduce their 
family needs and their expectations to their worker. Through repeated coaching, the 
workers would be molded into the type of personality that fits the employers' 
preferences in domestic service. Like other employers, Venus would generally coach 
her Filipino worker about what her worker needed to do and how her work fitted in 
with the family's lifestyle: "My worker is a very good follower. It is much more 
comprehensible [to the worker] if you can really instruct well. And at the beginning, [I] 
already gave her the concept of how to do it." Instead of giving precise instructions, 
Venus inculcated her worker with general "concepts" on which the duties of her 
worker were based. Venus claimed she found easier to have influence on a foreign 
domestic worker than her own parents, especially when it came to the values of 
childrearing. 
Another employer I interviewed, Mr. Wong, also did not have a rigid work 
schedule for his worker to follow although he had some expectations regarding 
childrearing. Mr. Wong and his wife have their own philosophy of childrearing: "We 
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have a philosophy to train the kid. We think the kid should have a set of standard 
living habits. ...If the “schedule,，has changed recently, then we would tell her to 
make some adjustments correspondingly. .. .Our philosophy is that the kid should 
have the regularity." These employers are especially concerned about inculcating their 
workers with their own beliefs about childrearing. It is an effective way for the 
employers to ensure that their workers are motivated to provide childcare consistent 
with their beliefs when they are not around. 
This management approach grants the workers what Friedman terms 
“responsible autonomy" (1977). With responsibility for their actions, the workers are 
given a certain degree of freedom to make decisions on their own. In particular, as the 
everyday life of a family involves some contingencies and possible variations, general 
guidelines can provide more room for foreign domestic workers to make adjustments 
when necessary. In the case of Ms. Cheng, there was no detailed, precise planning of 
job assignments. When I asked her what her worker did every day, she answered, 
"[It's] mainly housecleaning. But, for example, she sometimes helps with 
accompanying the children to school, the worker really helps. Sometimes she 
accompanies, sometimes I accompany. It's not defined so clearly. After all, the 
household chores are done by her Basically, I would tell her every day what she 
needs to do. But I don't mind if she wants to do laundry or clean the car first this 
morning. I don't mind..…After all, you help me finish all the household chores today." 
Under the general guidance for housekeeping, her worker had been given a free hand 
to some extent to organize her daily work, for example, what tasks are to be done 
every day, which tasks to do first each day, and how a specified task is to be done. Ms. 
Cheng was satisfied with her first Filipino worker because the worker was capable of 
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developing her own "style of work" to tidy up the household items. 
Diffuseness in work obligations might possibly allow workers to have more 
autonomy over their personal lives as well as their work in the employing households. 
Sisi, an Indonesian domestic worker in her 20s, had worked in her employing 
household for half a year. Before coming to Hong Kong, she was a domestic worker 
in Singapore where her English improved significantly. In her Hong Kong employing 
household, there was no strict working timetable for her daily tasks. Sisi just followed 
the general instructions about what to do. Almost every day her employer's 
grandmother would come to the household in the afternoon to supervise Sisi's work. 
She also needed to assist the grandmother in meal preparation. 
Without a detailed working agenda, Sisi had some flexibility in organizing her 
work and private life within the employing household. After "finishing" all the tasks, 
she was allowed to go back to her room to do her personal things like reading. She 
was also allowed to use a mobile phone at any time. 
The degree of autonomy over the work process can be linked to whether 
employers are present during the daytime or not. The workers are more likely to 
personalize their work process when their employers are absent from the households. 
The employer's absence reduces the quantity and quality of the supervision, thereby 
enabling the domestic worker to exercise more independence in her job and have 
more control over her time (Glenn 1986: 174). 
However, workers face a dilemma when they are granted responsible autonomy. 
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It becomes more difficult for them to draw a sharp line between work and private life. 
The diffuse job agenda can be used strategically to reduce their workload but it can 
also have negative effects for the workers when it "stretches out." Almost everything 
done at home can be defined as housework. Without clear specifications, what the 
workers are obliged to do can be stretchable to the extent that their work can never be 
"completed." Much anecdotal evidence suggests that a number of the workers need to 
be on call to work round-the-clock. In some cases, the workers need to do work 
beyond duties stipulated in the contract. Though she had only one day off per month, 
Sisi sometimes chose to use it by joining the host family to "have tea" (yam-tsa) but 
had to help take care of the child when doing so, and returned home to work during 
her "day o f f for the extra pay. Although many foreign domestic workers like working 
in a less restricted environment because they then have more autonomy over the work 
process, the diffuseness of job assignment might grind the workers down if they give 
up all their own personal time to serve their employers. Sisi who sacrificed her own 
rest day for the sake of her host family, specifically caring for the child, is a good 
example. 
"Unboundedly-stretchable" job duties are not the only negative consequence of 
diffuse work obligations for these domestic workers. A non-specific workload is also 
likely to give some employers more scope to misuse their workers. These employers 
might sometimes trespass into grey areas under the labour legislation. Another 
Indonesian domestic worker, Ashlee, started her employment just 4 months prior to 
my interview and had only 2 days off per month. She was responsible for taking care 
of the 11-year-old boy in the employing household. Apart from working in the 
household where she was living, she was also required to perform extra work in 
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another living quarter occupied by her employer's grandparents. Working in more 
than one living quarter has been the subject of much controversy after a recent 
entertainment television programme presented a legal opinion that it was not illegal 
for the female employer (in the programme's drama) to ask her foreign domestic 
worker to work at her mother-in-law's home.5 The public was urged to trace and to 
discuss one previous court case related to a similar scenario in which a worker was 
asked to work in both of her employer's registered living quarters.^ This grey area 
involving deployment of domestic workers in more than one household arises because 
the definitions of "household" as well as "domestic duties" in the relevant laws are 
not entirely clear and could vary under different socio-cultural settings.7 
5.3 Personal Attachment 
Personal attachment refers to one of the two types of social relationship that 
o 
employers and workers attempt to establish with each other. It exists when the social 
connectedness between employer and workers becomes as intimate as a familial 
relationship, especially for the employers. Claims that their Filipino domestic worker 
5 See, e.g., Lau, 21 May 2005; Press release of HKISD, 19 May 2005.. 
6 In October, 2004, one employer was alleged to aid and abet her Filipino domestic worker violating 
"Conditions of Stay" when she had asked her worker to work in more than one of her living quarters. 
The prosecutor insisted that the domestic worker was required to work in only one living quarter, in 
accordance with the standard contract that the domestic service that included the provision in "one 
household only". However, in his comment, the magistrates questioned that the "one-household 
service" restriction of the contract should be unrealistic in such cases. Otherwise, for example, the 
workers would thus be unable to clean cars or travel with the employer 's family in order to take care of 
the children. 
7 Regarding the restrictions on deployment, it is specified in Clause 4(a) of the Standard Employment 
Contract that an FDH should only perform domestic duties for the employer specified in the contract. 
The employer should not require or allow the FDH to carry out any non-domestic work. It is also stated 
in Clause 4(b) that the FDH should not take up any other employment, including part-time domestic 
duties, with any other person. The employer should not require or allow the FDH to carry out any work 
for any other person. Clause 4(c) of the employment contract stipulates that Clause 4(a) and (b) will 
form part of the conditions of stay to be imposed on the FDH by the Immigration Department upon the 
FDHs admission to work in Hong Kong. A breach of Clause 4(a) and (b) will render the helper and/or 
any aider and abettor liable to criminal prosecution. 
8 Another type of relationship is "impersonality," which will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
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is treated "like a member of the family" are commonly among local employers 
(Constable 1997). Previous research suggests that the status of being considered 
family is something to be assigned, and the assignment process is articulated through 
everyday living involving ongoing concrete activities (Buckholdt and Gubrium 
1982:879-880). The employers assign the fictive family status to their workers by 
utilizing the language of kinship or a family rhetoric. This practice can rationalize the 
presence of an "outsider" at home, and mitigate the exploitative conditions of 
domestic employment (Colen and Sanjek 1990). Ms. Cheng never thought her 
family's privacy would become a problem after employing a foreign domestic worker. 
Her reason was simple: her family treated her worker “like a member of the family." 
Ms. Cheng like many other employers sought to incorporate the worker into the 
household by assigning her a fictive-family status and having her participate in daily 
family activities such as having meals together and holiday outings. When the worker 
is included as part of the family, it is not necessary for those employing households to 
attempt to draw a sharp line between the family life and the domestic worker. 
5.3.1 Matemalistic Relationship 
Both employers and workers are likely to develop a matemalistic relationship 
with one another but the form and meaning of this relationship differs between 
employers and workers. For employers, such experience emerges mainly in the form 
of a superior protective custodian. Previous research has found that employers like to 
show benevolent matemalism towards their workers to confirm their generosity and 
superiority (Rollins 1985). They tend to treat their workers as needy, immature, and 
vulnerable in life. They enjoy being seen as generous, thoughtful, and superior moral 
guardians (Romero 1992: 110). Gift-giving is one common gesture showing the 
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matemalistic relationship that the employers desire to establish with their workers 
(Rollins 1985; Dill 1994). 
Some employers I interviewed prided themselves on giving their used clothes 
and left-over food to their workers. They also regarded inviting their workers to have 
meals at the same table as bestowing a special status on their workers by creating a 
familial environment for them. In "the family", the employers regard themselves as 
the temporary custodian of their workers whom they believe need a firm guiding hand. 
During the early stage of employment of her domestic workers, Ms. Cheng would 
brief each worker about the strategy to work in Hong Kong: "if you want your time to 
pass easily and happily, what you must do is to see yourself as one of the members in 
this household. Then your 1 or 2 years will pass easier." 
In showing her matemalistic concern for her worker, Ms. Cheng was in a 
position to compel her worker to regard herself as part of the family. In most cases, 
the matemalistic relationship with the employing household goes beyond a superficial 
level. Employers attempt to cultivate a certain degree of "warmth" in the relationship 
with their worker through the display of affection. Ms. Cheng experienced a good 
relationship with her second Indonesian worker: "At the time that she [the worker] 
left, I didn't want her to go and she didn't really want to leave me. Now she has come 
back to work for us again. She told me that she thought our home was her home in 
Hong Kong. When she had holidays, or free time, she would give us a phone call." 
The employers use matemalistic practices mainly to confirm their generosity 
and the superior status in relation to their workers. These matemalistic practices by 
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female employers are not necessarily connected to the traditional ideas of femininity 
associated with domestic motherhood. Instead, the practices appear to be a blend 
resulting from the process of re-constructing the concept of femininity through the 
everyday interaction between female employers and female workers. Kaplan (1987:93) 
describes the changing definition of femininity in American society: 
In early times, the stereotype was that black women who were capable of 
doing backbreaking or "dirty" work, like my mother did, were masculinized 
characters, certainly not women. "Feminine" women did not work at all. Today 
the swelling ranks of white, middle-class women in the labour force challenge 
that notion, but the idea that black women are tough, strong, and "macho" 
lingers on, having evolved from the earlier image of them." 
In the evolved, "modem" image of femininity, the mothers should be able to 
share the economic responsibility for the family while the traditional women's 
responsibility of doing physical housecleaning should pass to the lower-class, 
"macho" domestic workers from overseas. Ms. Cheng viewed herself for example 
with a "new" image of being an economically independent woman vis-a-vis her 
worker as a dependent homemaker: “[I would] see her more like my younger sister. 
But this sister is specialized in working in my household. I make money to "feed" her. 
As it could be said, I [must be responsible mainly] for working outside [of the 
household]." The image of employed "supermom" who manages to combine work 
and family responsibilities effectively without sacrificing her sense of self has 
emerged to replace the traditional ideology of domestic motherhood that involves 
full-time responsibility for childrearing (Thurer 1994). 
The definition of femininity is class-bound (Kaplan 1987). Female employers 
tend to make a distinction between ladylike and unladylike tasks that deemphasizes 
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the domestic's femininity. They retain for themselves those tasks associated with the 
traditional virtues of “feminine,，women while assigning tougher, more "macho" 
housecleaning chores to domestic workers. Ms. Cheng emphasized her virtues as a 
"responsible mother": “I take [the supervision of] schoolwork or things like that upon 
myself. I do the cooking and suchlike myself because it better suits the needs of 
family." She also described herself as being as economical as a full-time housewife: “I 
always do my own food shopping so far because I think she [the domestic worker] 
can't buy things as good, cheap, and nice as me." 
While the employers project the image of being the mother-like custodian to 
"protect" their workers, workers on the other side would often act as quasi-mothers by 
providing affective care in the employing households, particularly for the employers' 
children. Domestic work is often seen traditionally as a labour of love in the form of 
caregiving that involves "both instrumental tasks and affective relations" (Abel and 
Nelson 1990). Adults in the family, usually the females, are expected to be motivated 
by obligation, necessity, or "love" to do care work for the well-being of the family. 
For this reason, it is not surprising that paid domestic workers are employed not only 
to do physical domestic labour but also emotional labour. Romero (1992:105) points 
out that "[i]n the same way that flight attendants and other women service workers 
created exchange value from emotions, private household workers manipulate and 
manage their feelings to fulfill the psychological needs of their employers." The 
workers are expected to perform the emotional labour of "mothering" both their 
female employers and their families (Romeo 1992: 110). In general, mothering the 
employers and their families means that the workers show the same tenderness and 
warmth as a mother would in the daily carework. 
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Caring for employers' children is the most important aspect of emotional labour 
that manifests the workers' mothering role. Sisi needed to mother the 4-year-old 
daughter of her employer. She shared a private room with the child. Not only did she 
look after the child almost 24 hours a day, but she also offered companionship and 
custody to the child. With her high school education, she could also serve as the 
English tutor for the child. Sisi was seen as the surrogate mother who needed to show 
love in childcare. Most of the workers have children of their own in their home 
country. Working in the transnational families, they are inclined to experience the 
feeling of "displaced motherhood" since they provide childcare service to the 
employing family in order to help their own children back home (Parrenas 2001). Mr. 
Wong found his second Filipino worker to be very depressed about her working life in 
Hong Kong. After counseling and consoling the worker, Mr. Wong and his wife 
finally realized that the worker suffered from guilt feelings for leaving her children in 
the home country while caring for others' children. 
5.3.2 Strategic Personalism 
The personal or familial relationship can be utilized in a strategic way by both 
employers and workers to gain anticipated benefits. Many employers try to establish 
personal connections with their workers for the sake of ensuring quality childcare 
work (Hondagneu-Sotelo 2001). To maintain a good relationship with her workers, 
Ms. Cheng would chat with them on a regular basis: "From time to time, you have to 
have some words [with the worker] to show care We usually chat while cooking. 
Sometimes it's just a few words. It's necessary. It's necessary." The reason why "it's 
necessary" is because the strong personal relationship can strengthen the workers' 
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commitment to the family. 
As mentioned earlier, many domestic workers try to please their employers. But 
employers also make efforts to try to please their workers for the welfare of their 
children by dispensing favours to their workers. Venus told me, “[I want] to make her 
feel as happy as I can. To make her feel as like a member of this family as much as I 
can." In doing so, Venus intended to mold the job attitude of her worker towards her 
family: "I don't want her to think that her only duty is to fulfill her obligation as a 
worker. If she only fulfills the obligation as a worker, she won't step forward to work 
more." This statement reveals the instrumental aspect of Venus' personalism that the 
worker's emotional attachment can be exploited to extract additional labour from the 
worker (Lan 2003: 541). 
Among the employers I interviewed, the practice of personalism also served, 
implicitly or explicitly, to validate their identity as middle-class families. Lan 
(2003:535) suggests that establishing a personal relationship with the workers also 
reflects the concern of middle-class younger employers to demonstrate their 
commitment to values of self-reliance, equality, and democracy in a modernized 
society. Identifying her family as a middle-class family, Venus highlighted the 
harmonious status of the relationship between her family and her worker as one whole 
family: “She wouldn't hide herself in her room when there's nothing to do. She will 
sit together with us to watch television. We are her family." Including her worker as 
part of the family can ease the discomfort she, as well as her family, felt at the status 
discrepancy between herself and her worker. This attitude is reflected in the 
socialization of her daughter. As Venus described it, "We have so far taught my 
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daughter to call her [the domestic worker] auntie so she learned the term worker only 
after she started kindergarten whenever my family eats, even opening a tin of 
crackers, we always trained her [the daughter] let's get a piece each, and then I ask her 
[the daughter] to give one piece to auntie. What we eat is what she [the worker] eats." 
Venus thus sought to socialize her daughter with an equalitarian approach towards the 
domestic worker. This reflects her identity with contemporary middle-class values. 
While the employers treat their workers as close family members in a bid to 
ensure childcare quality and validate their middle-class identity, the workers can also 
strategically establish personal ties with the host family in order to gain the patronage 
of their employers. Studying non-white live-in domestic workers in middle-class 
Canadian families, Colen (1991:208) found that the workers might deliberately 
encourage their employers to give them gifts, bonuses, and used articles to 
supplement their wages when they felt under-rewarded. Some of the workers I 
interviewed admitted that they enjoyed working in a patron-client relationship so that 
they could, from time to time, gain some extra benefits and subsidies like a loan from 
their employers. Permission to use household items freely was considered as one of 
the most desirable "perks." This included, for example, sharing the food in the 
refrigerator and personal items like a toiletry kit; air-conditioning, and the television. 
In addition, the workers can also utilize the personal relationship with their employers 
to shape their working conditions to meet their own needs (Dill 1994: 11). A Filipino 
worker, Amber, told me that she could work and live in the way she most preferred 
after she integrated herself into the family of her retired employers. She also 
commanded the respect of her employers and thereby advanced her status in the 
family. 
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However, as Lan (2003: 541) argues, the workers' tendency to foster personal 
ties with the employers can be a double-edged sword. Accepting the patronage of 
employers in the form of gifts can also mask the dehumanizing treatment that the 
workers experience by virtue of serving at the personal whim of the employers 
(Rollins 1985). Without "correct" class consciousness, workers can end up selling 
their personhood by devoting themselves completely, physically and emotionally, to 
their employers. This mirrors the traditional form of self-discipline in the 
master-servant relationship whereby the master attempts to absorb the total 
personality of the servant into the family (Coser 1973). Among the workers I 
interviewed, while some were really bound emotionally to the host family, others 
would periodically ask themselves reflective questions about why they came to Hong 
Kong and "who" they were in order to reject the fictive family claims and assignment 
in the employing households. Even though some of them might behave as if they were 
part of the family to integrate themselves into the host family, they were also aware 
that there was a downside to this integration. Those Filipino workers like Deborah I 
interviewed claimed that they had been aware of the normal employee-employer 
relations, even though they would still tend to strategically develop personal ties with 
their employers for some instrumental reasons, on the other hand. 
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5.4 Concluding Remarks 
In the personalized type of employment relations, the employers consider the 
trustworthiness of their workers to be very important and have much concern about 
the workers' behaviour both at work and during days off. They are disposed to 
"invest" much time and effort to make sure the workers fit their expectations. Workers 
in this type of relations also make every effort to please their employers to maintain 
their employment. Both employers and workers prefer a long-term employment 
relationship and thus try to avoid face-to-face confrontations. The employers control 
their workers by "absorbing the workers' personhood," a strategy rooted in traditional 
domestic servitude. While some workers are dependent and highly passive, if not 
submissive, in the employment relationship, the workers can still make use of some 
forms of everyday resistance like mockery and psychological adjustment as coping 
strategies when they encounter oppressive situations. 
Considering the ambiguous nature of domestic work, the employers in the 
personalized relations like to offer a certain degree of autonomy to their workers, and 
as a result, the workers can gain a certain degree of control over the labour process. 
The employers do not like to supervise their workers' job performance directly but as 
an alternative, they seek to inculcate their workers with their ideology of homemaking 
in order to ensure the workers can handle anything at home more or less as they 
would. But there is a cost for the workers. In spite of having more autonomy over 
their work, the workers are also prone to taking on additional job responsibilities that 
go beyond what is contractually obligated. 
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In addition, there is the personal/ familial relationship that employers and 
workers like to establish with each other. For employers, the practices of benevolent 
matemalism confirm the superior status vis-a-vis their workers, and the practices of 
strategic personalism serve to ensure the quality of the domestic service, especially in 
childcare. Workers who incorporate themselves into the family can gain extra benefits 
on the one hand but can also be subject to the burden of providing emotional labour 
and the demands of total loyalty to the employers on the other hand. 
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CHAPTER 6 The Bureaucratized Type of Relations 
The previous chapter has explored the personalized relations in shaping the 
ways that both employers and workers negotiate for social distance and identities. 
This chapter describes the bureaucratized relations characterized by rule-based 
universalism, standardization, and impersonality. ^ Contrary to what might be 
expected, the bureaucratized type of relations discussed in this chapter is not 
necessarily more equalitarian than the personalized one. Following in the footsteps of 
Constable (1997) and other scholars, this research points to other subtler, covert forms 
of discipline over the workers in the bureaucratized relations. 
6.1 Rule-based Universalism 
With the institutionalization of aspects of foreign domestic employment through 
state regulation, working conditions can be largely governed by formal rules and 
regulations. Colen and Sanjek (1990:182) remind us that “[m]ost worker-employer 
relations in the formal sector are today penetrated by state regulation; that is what 
makes such work (domestic occupation) formal." Both employers and workers are 
likely to rely upon the contractual agreement to define their roles and to negotiate 
with each other in pursuit of their respective interests. In comparison with the 
affective-based particularism, the rule-based universalism has been presumed to be in 
principle a more equalitarian form of labour relations, closer to that found in other 
formalized occupations. 
1 See "Appendix A—Case Description" for the profiles of the group of employers and workers in the 
bureaucratized type of relations. 
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6.1.1 Working Philosophy 
Unlike the particularistic nature of the personalized relations, employers in the 
bureaucratized relations tend to manage by the Standard Employment Contract 
regulated by the government. I met Angus at his office. He was in his 40s and ran an 
interior design business. He used a business-like tone to describe the domestic service 
in his household. He applied his management theory to his domestic worker. As in the 
case of running his company, he used rule setting as a major strategy to manage his 
domestic workers: 
We [his family] wrote down some rules for her information in advance. We 
all talked face-to-face so she already knew about [those rules] when we hired her, 
and so I don't think we exploit her or ‘squeeze’ her. That is, the requirements 
when we hired her had already been 'fixed'. If she is ok with that, then come to 
work for us; if not ok, then don't come to work for us. 
Like Angus, other employers I interviewed put much emphasis on setting 
unambiguous rules for the domestic work and following the rules strictly. They would 
discuss with the worker early on the terms of the contractual or verbal agreements that 
defined and limited the rights and duties of each party. Clarity in the work 
expectations on the part of both parties was seen as a way to avoid any possible 
disputes during the contract period and to ensure an acceptable level of job 
performance. 
These employers also tend to perceive the employment relationship as a 
temporary one. They often do not mind terminating the contract, if "necessary." 
Having employed more than 6 foreign domestic workers over the previous 8 years, 
Angus accepted turnover of the live-in domestic workers as normal. Under Hong 
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Kong legislation, the official contract period is two years. Once the contract ends, 
employer and worker decide whether to renew the contract or make another contract 
with a new party. As a result of this two-year contract cycle, the employers' perceive 
that the relations with their workers are subject to change on every two years. 
Like Angus, Mrs. Lam was also an employer who defined the relations by 
the two-year cycle. When I asked her how she felt about a stranger working in her 
home, Mrs. Lam answered: 
Mrs. Lam: It doesn't matter. How to adapt isn't an issue because you have to bear 
in mind that there are only two years [with the worker]. 
TLL: Only two years? 
Mrs. Lam: Yes, two years, and then let's see what to do. See whether that worker 
performs well or not. 
Every other year employers like Mrs. Lam will assess, and reassess, the job 
performance of their domestic workers before deciding whether to renew the current 
contract or not. This reflects that, apart from rule-setting, these employers tend to 
adopt a trial-and-error outlook in managing the employment relationship. Because of 
the employers' perception of their relations with workers as temporary, they might be 
reluctant to "invest" much time and emotions in developing closer relations with their 
workers. This is in contrast to the personalized type of relations where employers 
invest more attention and efforts to cultivating their employment relations with the 
workers because they expect to have a long-term relationship with them. 
Many foreign domestic workers also prefer to work according to the rules and 
regulations based on the contractual arrangement. One Sunday afternoon, I chatted 
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with Christina and Jena on a bench around Sha Tin Town Hall. They were 
middle-aged Filipinas. Jena had not worked elsewhere before but Christina had 
worked in Middle East for one year before coming to Hong Kong. They spoke with 
great confidence. Their work attitude was to make good use of the contract's rules and 
regulations to safeguard their work dignity and self-worth. 
This reflects their sense of professionalism. As Constable (1997:85-86) points 
out, "The domestic worker...is expected to behave "professionally" at all times." In 
line with normal contractual relations, they were disposed to act on the principle of 
"business-is-business" with their work behavior guided by rational calculation and 
individual interests rather than emotions. Following a "business-is-business" principle 
provides them grounds for declining to take on extra work which is not required under 
the contractual agreement. Beyond an attitude of rational calculation, the workers like 
to think of themselves in terms of the image of a profession. Perceiving, and 
constructing, the domestic job as a profession enables them to develop a positive 
image for themselves and gives them a stronger incentive to provide a "professional" 
standard of service to the employing households. On an individual level, the workers 
gain a high degree of satisfaction that comes "from within". On the other hand, this 
does not help to change the low and stigmatized status attached to domestic work by 
the wider society. 
6.1.2 Workers，Presence in Public Spaces 
As the previous chapter mentioned, employers in the personalized type of 
relationship are concerned about what the worker might do if she goes out during her 
days off. Many employers consequently reduce the number of allowable days off per 
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month to prevent their workers from getting into "trouble". But this is not how Angus 
dealt with his workers. He complied with the official regulations by providing his 
workers with 4 Sundays off per month. He set a time limit for the workers to be out 
during their day off (The workers should return home by half-past eight in the 
evening). Angus stressed time and again during the interview that the worker was 
asking to be fired if she often came back late. On the other hand, he was not so 
concerned about what the workers did during their holidays. Unlike those employers 
who are concerned about their workers getting into trouble by mingling with men or 
making "bad" friends during their holidays (Yeoh and Huang 1998:590), Angus did 
not worry about what his workers did on their holidays. He took the view that it was 
the worker's right to go out on their holidays: “We think [the worker] is really entitled 
to holidays. After working that many days, we also need to have rest days in our own 
jobs." 
As we can see, Angus did not just follow the contractual regulations with regard 
to the worker's days off. He also provided a justification for following the rule. Most 
local employers obey the rule to provide their workers with 4 days off per month. 
Even those employers classified under the personalized relations are also very likely 
to do so since it is a legal responsibility. Nevertheless, some do not follow the rule 
because of their anxiety that their workers may get into trouble whenever they go out 
during their holidays. Among the employers who follow the rule regarding workers' 
days off, some may agree that it is the employer's responsibility to observe the lawful 
rights of their workers, while others encourage their workers to take breaks for the 
pragmatic reason that they believe workers will then perform their jobs more 
efficiently. 
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The domestic workers view going out on their holidays as a right protected by 
the employment legislation. As discussed in the prior chapter, some workers might not 
appreciate having the opportunity to go out even during their days offs. However, for 
the other workers, the right to have official off-days is indispensable for indicating 
that their working conditions are similar to those working in other occupations. That 
is, it shows foreign domestic workers are entitled to rest days just like others in the 
working class. As their workplace is at their employers' home, they feel they have to 
go out to have their own personal time. 
Nadine was a Filipino domestic worker in her 40s who worked in a retired 
couple's household. In making a distinction between going out and staying at home 
during her day off, Nadine explained that "going out is just because I want the holiday. 
Staying at home means to work. You can't do anything but sitting at home." Many 
other workers I interviewed also thought that holidays must be taken outside the 
households where they work during the week. Another group of Filipino domestic 
workers viewed going out as a way to escape from the surveillance of their employers 
or an escape from boredom since there was nothing for them to do at home during 
their day off. Others responded that the off-days were "for sleeping, relaxing and 
shopping". The presence of domestic workers in the public areas on Sundays confirms 
that they experience what a "normal" worker deserves during a holiday. Consistent 
with what Constable has written, my informants said that they viewed their outings 
simply as their right and Central as the popular place to gather. 
The Sunday outings can be seen as a subtle yet also striking form of resistance 
for the workers in that they not only escape from the surveillance of their employers 
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but also rec la im their o w n identi ty and the "s ta tus" of c i t izenship (Constable 1997). 
Lack ing much personal t ime within the employ ing households , the workers attach 
part icular impor tance to the out ings on their rest days. Activi t ies on Sundays stand in 
contrast to wha t they do dur ing the weekdays . For example , the workers would dress 
up dur ing their hol idays, thereby shedding temporar i ly their image of being a maid. 
T h e Sunday out ings are also used to maintain social ne tworks . S o m e workers said 
they could exper ience the ' h o m e ' feel ing through the picnicking with their 
compatr iots . Social gathering with the compatr iots involved quasi - family bonds that 
create a "mid-d is tance" relatedness and an egalitarian context (Cohen 1991: 203). M y 
f ie ldnotes taken during one visit in Central record a typical picture of how foreign 
domest ic workers spend their Sundays: 
On a very hot and steamy summer Sunday, I walked around Central. 
Crowds of domestic workers, mainly from the Philippines but some also from 
other regions of Southeast Asia gathered to have fun all over the Central district. 
Extending their holiday atmosphere from "the center" at Statue Square as on 
other Sundays and public holidays, the workers gathered in groups one behind 
the other along all the walkways. They surrounded the Legislative Council 
Building, clustered under the trees in Chater Garden and Lambeth Walk Rest 
Garden, and lined the footbridge across Murray Road to the Multi-storey Car 
Park. In another direction-across Des Voeux Road-from the Square, groups of 
workers squeezed in under the space roofed by the HSBC Headquarter. They lay 
on straw mats in the shadow of umbrellas, sat on blankets or corrugated 
paperboards, or leaned against the wall to socialize and to attend to personal 
matters like toenail polishing. Some performed group dances in Chater Garden 
and Lambeth Walk Rest Garden. The "community" of the workers on holidays 
was also a big market. It attracted a number of hawkers doing business: a 
Southeast Asian man carrying a suitcase was touting the workers to buy VCDs 
and DVDs; a middle-aged Southeast Asian woman was walking around selling 
magazines; a few non-local men and women were selling T-shirts; locals and 
non-locals were promoting phone cards with roaming service. Many kiosks were 
scattered among the crowds of workers selling cold drinks in the hot summer. 
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Some older workers using simple equipment were even cutting hair in a corner of 
Harcourt Garden under the shade of an elevated highway. 
During their holidays, the “invisible” workers become visible by occupying the 
public areas to do private things. Constable (1997) describes this as "the battle of 
Chater Road." It is viewed a subtle form of resistance to the local hegemony albeit 
most workers might not consider their presence as an act of protest or resistance 
against their local Chinese critics (Constable 1997:166). Yeoh and Huang (1998) 
argue that the presence of the workers in the public areas entails the negotiation 
between employers and workers, locals and foreigners, and men and women. Migrant 
domestic workers constantly negotiate dominant conceptions of public space, 
occasionally succeeding in constructing 'counterspaces' that challenge dominant 
social practices. Their positive attitude towards making their presence public on their 
holidays stands in sharp contrast with the workers in the personalized relations. 
6.1.3 Confrontations 
Employers sometimes will not wait until the end of two years to terminate their 
worker's contract but do so immediately. Dismissals or the threat of it can be seen as 
the ultimate weapon available to the employers to control labour. Although dismissing 
the workers may not be a common practice among the local employers, Angus used 
this method to end the employment relationship when he was discontented with his 
domestic worker. In the course of employing domestic workers, he had fired two 
Filipina workers. One was fired because of her very poor job performance. He 
thought she was actually "inviting" him to dismiss her in order to exact severance pay 
from him. Another was fired because she became a troublemaker after her request to 
stay outside overnight on Saturdays had been rejected. 
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Like Angus, Julia was also inclined to take the option of dismissal if 
"necessary." She agreed with the underlying principle of contract that an employer 
had the right to fire his or her worker once their performance was found to be 
unsatisfactory. It is noteworthy that unlike employers in the personalized type of 
relations who would dismiss the worker according to how they felt, employers like 
Angus and Julia tend to make a rational calculation of the costs and benefits of the 
dismissal before making the final decision. Angus stressed that dismissing a foreign 
domestic worker was a serious decision because it it was costly. Some employers like 
Julia might also be constrained in using this means of control because they depended 
heavily on the domestic service, especially for childcare. 
While almost all the domestic workers would not initiate contract termination, 
an exception is those confident enough about finding another job. Jena explained that 
she would not argue with her employer as long as no contract violation had occurred. 
She would accept ending the employment relationship if the employer initiated the 
contract termination: 
If you get all the work done but the employment relationship is still poor 
and the employer doesn't like you, then that's really okay. Let the employer fire 
you. There is no need to argue. 
Christina also agreed with this business-like attitude towards their jobs. Unlike 
most foreign domestic workers who are afraid of being sacked, they regarded contract 
termination more positively as a way to end an employment relationship when both 
parties are discontented. This attitude implies that they had great confidence in their 
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employability and treated domestic work in the same way as other contract-based 
occupations—as a profession. They might sometimes choose to sacrifice their 
contract of employment to retain their work dignity. Doing so could have a positive 
effect by alleviating the workers' feeling of deprivation (Colen 1991: 206). Yet, as 
mentioned earlier, this attitude does not impact on the asymmetrical power structure 
of the worker-employer relationship. Due to legislative restrictions on changing 
employers, the workers who experience contract termination may find that they are 
unable to support themselves if they can't find alternative employment quickly. Since 
both parties in the bureaucratized type of relations are more inclined to initiate 
contract termination, these workers have less job security than those in the 
personalized type of relations. 
In addition, the workers in the bureaucratized relations are more likely to 
complain when they do not receive what they deserve according to the Standard 
Employment Contract and the Employment Ordinance. They would stand up against 
the contract violations by their employers. As shown in Constable's study 
(1997:164-166), Filipino domestic workers were capable of organizing rallies in 
support of improving their working conditions or in opposition to the unfair, stricter 
policy imposed by the Hong Kong government. The workers also held demonstrations 
to invoke public visibility. 
Shirley, one of the Filipina workers I interviewed, would never swallow any 
mistreatment. Before coming to Hong Kong, she worked in Singapore. She had 
worked for her current Hong Kong employer for 8 years and was entitled to the long 
service payments. However, her employer has not given her this payment. Only this 
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year did she realize she had been shortchanged. She was irritated that her employer 
had violated the contractual agreement and intended to fight for her entitled benefits if 
the long service payment were not included in her next contract. She did not plan to 
go nose-to-nose with her employer over this issue but instead would go straight to the 
Labor Department and lodge a complaint. Shirley was incensed by the contract 
violation: “I have to get back what I should have!" She added, "You have to be strong 
in front of your boss! There's no need to seek help from our support groups. I know 
what to do by myself. I will go straight to the Labor Department and make a 
complaint about my boss for not giving me the long-service benefit." 
Shirley's case illustrates that foreign domestic workers are willing to take action 
when treated unfairly by seeking external help from the Labour Department and 
advocacy groups. Workers are empowered to some extent by the legal provisions, 
enabling them to challenge severely exploitative working conditions and to reject 
their inferior status in the employing households. Previous studies caution us however 
not to "romanticize resistance" and blind ourselves to the complex relations of 
domination and subordination in which acts of resistance are embedded (Abu-Lughod 
1990; Constable 1997). In addition, there are structural conditions that affect the 
probability of success of individual or collective resistance among the workers 
including how well-established labour protective legislation is and the strength of 
workers' social networks as well as the extent of workers' awareness of what their 
rights are. In the aspect of advocacy organizations and support groups, Filipino 
domestic workers are in a relatively advantageous position compared with Indonesian 
workers. 
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6.2 Standardized Work Obligations 
Standardization is a ubiquitous aspect of the organization of factory work and 
much office work, at least in industrial society. This entails setting detailed standards 
for doing jobs and expecting workers to conform to them. Work standardization is 
supposed to ensure both efficiency and predictability. As discussed earlier, domestic 
work is not fully comparable with factory work in terms of levels of standardization 
since it is hardly possible to write down everything to be done in the households and 
to define clearly every work procedure. Irrespective of that, domestic work can be 
standardized to some extent. The Standard Employment Contract specifies the basic 
duties of foreign domestic workers. Based on the specifications in the contract, like 
the case of housecleaning agencies, the employers or the employment agencies will 
draft a list of standards and working schedules to administer the domestic service. In 
line with the Taylorist model of work organization, this can be seen more or less, as a 
strategy of "direct control" whereby employers exercise tight control over the labour 
process by removing elements of discretion from the job (Friedman 1977). 
Some employers I interviewed like to give their workers a working schedule and 
then require them to stick to it. Angus is an example. He drew up a detailed working 
schedule for his worker: “We have a list for her. It is like a time schedule. For 
example, what is to be done at what time from Monday to Saturday has already been 
listed in the schedule. Certain chores, for example, cleaning the kitchen, don't have to 
be done every day." Using a detailed work schedule is one way for the employers to 
ensure that their workers know exactly what is to be done and how on a daily and 
weekly basis. Many employment agencies provide the sample of a working schedule 
to their clients. Mr. Kwok is one employer who used the agency's working schedule. 
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He said, “There is a simple working schedule, like how many days to do what at one 
time, what to do each day, about when to do what." Without the sample of a working 
schedule, employers might find it more difficult to assign tasks to their workers. In 
order to make everyday domestic work more organized, some employers would, 
therefore, regulate the work by a well-planned working schedule that they themselves 
designed or that was designed by the employment agencies, and ask the workers to 
follow it. The working schedule covers not only the tasks like housecleaning but also 
childcare. As childcare usually is the greater concern to most employers, and requires 
more skill, employers like Angus would spell out clearly the specific childcare tasks 
for each day and the procedures to follow in performing some of the tasks like feeding 
the baby. For example, Mr. Kwok required his workers to report to him or his wife of 
what was fed the baby at what time. 
While the employers standardize the labour process for the purpose of achieving 
firmer control over the quality of domestic service, the workers also tend to follow 
standardized working arrangement by the "work-to-rule" working behaviour. Some 
workers prefer sticking to the work details specified in the contract, the working 
schedule and the employer's precise instructions. The rules and standards from the 
contract or the employers, by defining clearly their actual daily routines as well as 
their responsibilities, helps them to organize their work while also reducing the 
feeling of ambiguity about how to do their work. This might suggest that some 
workers tend to set the limits of their daily duties for occupational survival (Dill 1994: 
90). Some workers might consider that they are paid only for doing what the contract 
specifies in the first place and so would not do any extra work. As Lan's study 
(2003:542) shows, some workers may be unwilling to provide any "extracurricular 
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work" for their employers. 
In addition, some workers like to show their "professionalism" by demonstrating 
they can meet the work standards set for them. While those in personalized type of 
relations seek to please their employers in an apparent bid to maintain long-term 
employment, the workers in bureaucratized relations are inclined to serve the 
employing households "professionally" for reasons of national and personal pride. 
(Constable 1997: 181-190). A middle-aged Filipino worker, Christina, stuck to the 
detailed instructions provided by her employers. When she encountered a problem she 
did not really know how to handle (for example, once when the employer's child 
became sick), she would not make a decision about what to do by herself but ask her 
employer directly. She also thought the instructions given by her employer were clear 
enough. In her opinion, to work exactly as the employers had asked represented a 
high-quality work performance which could earn the satisfaction of her employer and 
in turn ensure her livelihood. She explained: "The employer will check my work. If 
you don't do the work well, they will feel unhappy. If they let you go, that means you 
will have no money." She and the friends next to her all agreed with the importance of 
adopting a serious attitude towards their job assignments. They adopted the work 
attitude that they would never said "yes" when they did not understand an instruction 
from their employers. In order to grasp thoroughly what they were supposed to do, 
they would ask the employer. This attitude validated their identity as trained, 
professional workers. 
This attitude contrasts with the passivity of Indonesian workers, who are usually 
disposed to say "yes" to their employers under all the circumstances. In fact, however, 
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those workers abiding by rules and standards are also trapped in new forms of 
discipline in which “[h]er body, her personality, her voice, and her emotions may be 
subject to her employer's controls" (Constable 1997: 83). When the workers submit 
themselves to control by the bureaucratized rules, it may invoke a sense of personal 
pride associated with a professional image but at the same time they are unwittingly 
accepting the covert exploitative nature of the work process. 
Like those workers in personalized type of relations, these workers might also 
like to retain their employer's satisfaction as they aspire to be recognized as doing 
their jobs professionally. However, the identity of professionalism that the workers in 
the bureaucratized relations aspire to is different from that of the high-status 
occupations like lawyers. Professionalism in the high-status occupations is associated 
with a high degree of autonomy over decision making and the work process. The 
domestic workers lack "professional" autonomy over their work in this sense. These 
workers might be even less likely to control their labour process than those in the 
personalized type of relations. 
6.3 Impersonal Relations 
Some employers who manage by contract often strive to maintain a certain 
distance from their workers. They recognize that foreign domestic workers enter their 
households for work only. They do not want to bother to become emotionally attached 
to their workers. In addition, an "exceedingly" close employee-employer relationship 
may also make it more difficult for them to exercise normal labour control over their 
workers. On the other side, the workers might also prefer the impersonal relations 
with their employers because they regard social detachment from their employers as a 
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Strategy of self-protection. 
While there is a spatial overlap between workplace and home in the household, 
some employers tend to draw a symbolic line between the public and private zones 
within the home settings and try to fence off private life from domestic service. 
According to Chan (2000:3), the asymmetric characteristic of interpersonal relations 
facilitates selective interaction by which individuals are able to both maintain the 
interaction with the outsider and simultaneously have the freedom from outside 
interference. In this sense, it should be possible to draw a workable symbolic line 
between employer's family life and the domestic service. In contrast, the employers in 
personalized type of relations do not like to exclude their workers from the family 
circle but rather "invite" the workers to have meals together and to join the family 
gatherings and any other family activities. 
Some aspects of everyday lives in the employing families demonstrate how 
those employers selectively draw a sharp line that separates the worker as a 
non-member of the household. Eating and room arrangements are one good indicator 
of the degree of intimacy of the relations. Some employers I interviewed liked to 
safeguard their family time by arranging for their workers to eat separately. Angus' 
household is an example. His worker was not allowed to have meals with the family 
at the same table: 
TLL: Actually, (are you all) eating together in the mealtime? 
Angus: No, separately. She eats in her room. 
TLL: Is she asking for the separation? 
Angus: No, we normally deal with the workers in such way. 
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Although eating separately is sometimes the worker's choice as a way to take 
breaks or regain some autonomy, Angus' family used their position to manipulate the 
eating arrangement. Room arrangements can also indicate the line between the host 
family and the workers. His worker had her own room and did not share it with any 
member of the household. Although his children needed the care at night, Angus and 
his wife preferred to have their children sleeping with them. Similar to what Fahey 
(1995) argues regarding the “multiplicity of family privacy," Angus' family 
differentiated their private zones within the larger household boundary, and by this 
differentiation defined the worker as an outsider vis-a-vis their zones of privacy. Other 
employers I interviewed like Julia and Mr. Kwok also said that they tended to exclude 
the workers from their private lives through spatial segregation. 
Apart from the spatial segregation, the language employers use to describe their 
workers also shows their impersonal outlook on their workers. While discussing the 
job performance of his worker, Angus used the metaphor of a robot to generalize 
about the characteristics of domestic workers: 
A worker is sort of robot-like. If you tell her to feed a baby with rice congee 
at 3 o'clock, she won't care what you [his baby] are doing at that time but just 
wake you up. For example, if you just fall asleep at 2.45, she will wake you up at 
3 [for feeding]. It is like that robot. So I cannot give too many commands to her. 
To regard the worker as a robot-like being is perhaps a relatively extreme case 
of an employer's impersonal outlook on the worker. Given this outlook on the worker, 
it is not surprising that Angus would not bother to develop an emotional connection 
with his worker. In fact, to stigmatize the workers as a robot-like being or as any other 
type of object is one of the ways employers show their superior status. According to 
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Colen and Sanjek (1990: 6): "Employers often view household workers only through 
their work roles, and not as fully human persons." Angus' example suggests that the 
more bureaucratized working arrangement does not necessarily eliminate the 
exploitative outlook among employers on a deeper level. 
Nevertheless, dehumanizing a worker is not encouraged among younger 
employers in middle-class families. Lan (2003:535-536) found that many younger, 
middle-class employers in Taiwan felt uncomfortable with the status hierarchy, and 
socially disapproved of overt displays of their privileged social status. For this reason, 
some employers would deliberately obscure the exploitative nature of the job by 
showing off their liberal, equalitarian arrangements in it. While Angus used a term 
that objectified his workers, he also commented on how he applied his working 
experiences as a manager to the supervision of his domestic worker. He used some 
concepts from business world like "s taf f to describe the domestic service in his 
household. With his middle-class identity, Angus prided himself on downplaying the 
status hierarchy. During my interview, he claimed, "Our family is not quite 
class-conscious." Furthermore, he portrayed the relationship with his domestic 
workers as having a family-like look similar to relations with staff in his company: 
In fact, I have so far conveyed to her a message that [we] treat her as a 
member of this household. Just like our company. I treat my colleagues as if 
working as a family member of ours, not simply as an employee-employer 
relationship. 
This is different however from the fictive-kin relationship in the personalized 
type of relations. My observation is that many employers, like Angus, tend to wrap 
the employment relations with the familial rhetoric but at a very superficial level. By 
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contrast, those in the personalized type of relations would not just use the rhetoric of 
family but would, in practice, try to act on this rhetoric in their relations with workers. 
In the practices of benevolent matemalism or strategic personalism, those employers 
would really treat their workers in the same ways as they treated family members like 
having meals together, regular gift-giving and inviting workers to join in holiday 
outings. However, in Angus' case, there was no tangible behavior to show a familial 
relationship in practice. 
For employers like Angus, the claim about family-like relations can be seen as a 
managerial strategy for glamorizing the employment relations within the household 
while masking the exploitative nature of the domestic work. It can also facilitate the 
workers' motivation by treating the workers as "significant others," the responsible 
acquaintances in maintaining the employers' welfare (Buckholdt and Gubrium 
1982:884). According to Buckholdt and Gubrium (1982: 884): “Formal recognition of 
fictive families would lend routine institutional support to what is informally 
recognized yet sometimes organizationally discouraged." 
In addition, this managerial strategy can create what Ozeki (1995) calls the 
"quasi-familial" relationship that falls between exploitative and genial relationships. 
Such adjusted form of the employment relations is developed by staying at arm's 
length from the workers and building up senior authority (Ozeki 1995: 49-51). All in 
all, despite the fact that some employers treat their workers in the impersonal manner, 
they would deliberately promote "harmonious" worker-employer relations not only to 
validate their middle-class identity but also facilitate the effectiveness of labour 
control and worker compliance. 
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While a number of these employers tend to have an impersonal outlook on their 
workers and keep their distance f rom them, it is not uncommon for the domestic 
workers to see their work relationship as alienating (Dill 1994). My findings indicate 
that many domestic workers tended to identify clearly what their role was in the 
employing households. They would not like to build up an intimate relationship with 
their employers because they realized that they were just workers. They tended to 
remain detached from their employers and hide their personal feelings from their 
employers. Some workers believed that having meals with the host family was an 
extra duty falling outside the contract. They would attempt in this case to negotiate for 
a separate eating arrangement. 
The Filipina worker Shirley chose not to eat together with her employers at the 
same table. She explained that she preferred to have meals on her own in the kitchen 
so that she could take a break. For workers like Shirley, eating with the employers 
could be stressful because accepting the food from the employers can become a 
coercivc measure to the workers (Lan 2003:542). It could also entail extra work when 
the workers arc asked to take care of the children during the mealtime. Therefore, 
once they can choosc not to eat at the dining table with the host family, they would 
instead to eat alone at the kitchen or elsewhere, or eat after the employers ' meallime 
so that they can have their own free time. Rollins (1985) reveals that distancing one's 
sense of self from work is the important tactic by which workers preserve their 
self-pride and work dignity. Distancing themselves from work might also confirm 
these workers" identity as professionals as discussed earlier. 
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6.4 Concluding Remarks 
In the bureaucratized type of employment relations, both employers and workers 
manage the work according to the Standard Employment Contract. They follow the 
contract to define their respective duties and responsibilities. The employers are 
willing to provide the contract-specified benefits including the official days off to the 
workers. At the same time, the workers do not hesitate to bargain for their entitled 
rights and benefits. The workers like to present themselves with the image of 
professionalism. 
At the first glance, this type of employment relationship seems more favourable 
to the workers than the personalized relations. But it does not mean that the 
exploitative nature of domestic employment has disappeared. While the workers are 
relatively more aware of the traditional overt forms of bodily discipline and direct 
control often found in the personalized relations, the power exercised over workers in 
the bureaucratized type of relations takes a more covert form as workers are 
continuously and "invisibly" controlled by lists of duties and work-related regulations. 
In the context of legislative restrictions and societal norms, the workers in both types 
of relations suffer unfair treatment in employment though in different ways. The 
employers can also utilize the power resources granted by the employment legislation 
to exercise a firm hand over their workers. For instance, the employers in the 
bureaucratized type of relations are more likely to dismiss their workers. 
In addition, some employers use derogatory terms and social stigmatization to 
dehumanize their workers. To certain extent, this reflects, as in the personalized type 
of relations but in a different way, the hidden, exploitative sense of "masterhood." 
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Those employers might like to glamorize what is, in essence, an impersonal 
orientation towards their workers by cloaking the relationship with family-like 
rhetoric. Irrespective of that, as in the case of the personalized type of relations, the 
workers are not completely "powerless" towards discipline from their employers. 
While some workers may reminisce about the "premodern" form of patron-servant 
relations that can bring them extra benefits and rewards, the others are more likely to 
be emotionally detached from their employers so as to protect themselves from 
exploitation and preserve their work dignity. 
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CHAPTER 7 Discussion and Conclusion: Global-Local, Private-Public Matrix of 
Employment Relations 
This study analyzes the interactive dynamics of the worker-employer relations in 
the employment of foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong. The typology of the 
personalized/ bureaucratized types of relations is used as the analytical lens to 
illuminate the complexity of such dynamics. The following sections discuss my 
overall approach, several points in regards to the research process and findings of this 
study, and the limitations of this study. I end with a brief conclusion. 
7.1 Discussion 
The exploitative nature of the domestic occupation has not disappeared under the 
modernized, institutionalized working conditions of this occupation. In a case study of 
the household service agencies, Mendez (1998:132) concludes, "the bureaucratization 
of this [domestic] occupation and the contractual relations involved with it have not 
resolved many of the problems associated with domestic work." Dill also suggests 
(1994:6): "Even today, when the organization of household activities has changed 
considerably, a belief in the essential differences between home and workplace 
continues to inhibit the adoption of rational employer-employee practices in 
household service." In other words, the set of cultural beliefs and social inequalities 
like racialization and stigmatization that are commonly linked to the “premodern，’ 
form of domestic work have, in some way, persisted in the working conditions of the 
contemporary domestic employment. 
Based on such arguments, one of the main propositions in the present study is 
that both personalized relations and bureaucratized relations should reveal the 
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interactive process of domination and resistance though in different ways. That is, I 
argue that the personalized relations and the bureaucratized relations constitute 
different modes of interaction in shaping the manifestations of power struggles and 
social negotiation processes. My research findings support these arguments. For 
instance, the employers in both types of relations are likely to have an exploitative 
orientation to the employment relationship and behavioural tendencies that are rooted 
to some extent in the traditional ideology of the master-servant relationship. But as 
discussed earlier, employers in the bureaucratized type of relations do not express the 
role of 'master' in the same way as the employers in the personalized relations. The 
latter perceive their workers as child-like or even as analogous in some ways to an 
animal (e.g., Venus' case discussed in Chapter 5). whereas the former may 
dehumanize their workers by viewing them, like Angus' (see Chapter 6) in terms of a 
"worker-machine" analogy. On the other side, the workers in personalized relations 
are more likely to encounter the attempts at ideological control by individual 
employers whereas those in bureaucratized relations are more likely to be controlled 
by lists of rules and regulations. 
However, the narratives also reveal that irrespective of the asymmetrical nature 
of the formal distribution of power in the relationship, employers face a variety of 
constraints in the negotiation process, and the workers in both types of relations are 
likely to resist in different ways controls imposed over them. In any case, the 
fundamental point about the interactive dynamics is that employers and workers in 
each type of relations are more likely to encounter distinctive constraints in aspects of 
their everyday interaction. Both types of relations under different circumstances 
should also involve distinctive pros and cons in terms of how each party to the 
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relationship can realize materialistic and non-materialistic interests. In a word, the 
implication here is that the working conditions of domestic employment are 
negotiable to an extent and outcomes are not predetermined. The accommodative 
process of the interactive dynamics between both parties should also be in focus. 
The findings of this study also suggest that strategies are important in both 
personalized and bureaucratized types of relations. For instance, the employers in 
personalized relations utilize strategic personalism towards their workers in order to 
ensure the quality of childcare work while the workers strategically cultivate personal 
ties with their employers in order to gain extra benefits from the employers' patronage. 
Both employers and workers in bureaucratized relations attempt to maximize their 
own bargaining power, in different ways, by manipulating the power resources 
structured by the state regulations. We should not, however, overstate the instrumental 
aspects of the employment relationship in domestic occupation. As Wolf (1992) 
argues, conceptualizing all practices in the domestic relationships as "strategic" turns 
highly fluid situations into static and overly simplistic ones so that we overlook the 
complexity of human interactions. The implication here is that the highlighted 
strategies also need to be analyzed along with the symbolic meanings, as well as 
structural settings, of everyday interaction between both parties. 
This study has sought to clarify the social-psychological aspect of the 
employment of foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong. Social systems (e.g., legal 
institution, social stratifications) put foreign domestic workers in a disadvantaged 
position in society. Changing the wider structural aspects that frame domestic 
employment in ways that will shift more power to the workers is exceedingly difficult. 
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Learning how to manipulate their given resources to their advantage is thus important 
if workers are to improve their working conditions. The practical relevance of this 
study is that it might help the workers to better grasp their own situations on a deeper 
level so that they can devise their own realistic strategies in a bid to protect 
themselves from the more oppressive features of their employment. 
7.2 Areas for Further Inquiry 
The illustration of the interactive dynamics between employers and workers by 
the personalized/ bureaucratized typology used in this study yields a broader 
understanding of social negotiation between both parties. Nevertheless, this is not to 
deny that there are some limitations of the typology. According to Radcliffe 
(1993:103): “the reality of women's lives goes beyond simple dichotomies, and is 
embedded in active engagement with subjecthood, identity and social 
transformation." In view of this, the interactive dynamics between employers and 
workers should not be oversimplified by applying "simple dichotomies." Further 
development and modification of this typology would, therefore, be desirable in 
future research. 
As mentioned earlier, this typology does not delve into causal explanations for 
variations in employer and employee orientations. Yet there are some signposts from 
the findings of this study hinting at the factors contributing to the predisposition of 
employers and workers towards different types of relations that can be taken into 
consideration in subsequent inquiries. For instance, the child-centered ideology of the 
employers might govern the ways they treat their workers. One of the practical 
reasons that Venus gave for preventing her worker from going out of the household 
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was that the well-being of her baby might be put at risk when her worker carried her 
baby outside. Some employers I interviewed also would like to maintain the 
long-term relations with their workers since they considered this extraordinarily 
important for the healthy psychological and physical development of their children. 
These employers were more likely to invest in inculcating their workers with their 
ideology of parenting. 
In contrast, some employers who do not devote much attention to the work of 
childrearing might be more likely to get involved in the bureaucratized type of 
relations. They are less concerned about their own absence in the process of rearing 
children. The female employer Julia left her baby to her new worker to look after for 
several days when she and her husband went traveling. With less concern about the 
work of childrearing, employers like Julia do not consider themselves to be so 
dependent on the childcare service provided by their worker. Consequently, they are 
less willing to invest time and efforts in establishing a close relationship with their 
workers. 
On the part of the workers, the nationality differences between Filipino and 
Indonesian (excluding the other nationalities in the population of foreign domestic 
workers in Hong Kong^) may have some degree of association with the workers' 
tendency towards types of relations. As shown in this study, all the Indonesian 
domestic workers I interviewed clearly were subject to the personalized type of 
relations. Most Filipina workers by contrast were subject to the bureaucratized type of 
1 These two groups of domestic workers have made up the majority of the population of foreign 
domestic workers in Hong Kong. By the end of 2000, the workers' population increased to 216,790 
(73% Filipinos, 24% Indonesian, 3% Thai, 2% all others). Please refer to Table 1.1, Chapter 1. 
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relations. The Filipina workers generally have higher educational attainment and 
stronger social support networks. The causal mechanisms behind these patterns would 
seem to be worth further inquiry. 
In addition, it is expected on the basis of previous studies that the micropolitics 
of employing foreign domestic workers would entail employers taking the leading 
role in creating the pre-conditions for the employment relations upon which their 
workers are dependent. According to Rollins (1985: 151-52): "Since the employer has 
more power in the dyad (as well as in the larger society), it is not surprising that the 
actual relationship reflects her desires more than those of the domestic." Lan 
(2003:5456-547) also argues that employers usually take initiative to prescribe the 
"interactive scripts," leaving limited possibilities for the workers to negotiate social 
boundaries and private zones. This study similarly demonstrates that the workers' 
choices were, to certain extent, circumscribed by their employers. In addition, I also 
found that the workers in personalized relations might be more likely to adjust 
themselves to the expectations of their employers. This does not mean that these 
workers were more submissive. In fact, for many of them, adjusting to their 
employers' expectations was one of the tactics used to enhance their job security or 
gain extra benefits from their employers. ^ A question that follows from this 
observation about the employers' leading role in the structuring of interaction is 
whether and how employers' individual characteristics (e.g., human capital) are 
associated with a particular type of employment relations. 
Regarding the methodology used in this study, the employers and workers I 
2 Please refer to the discussion in Chapter 5. 
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interviewed were not from within the same households. As discussed in Chapter 4， 
employment relations cannot be fully comprehended from one-sided stories of either 
party in the relations. The process of identifying social identities and negotiating 
distance and power in the employment relations should be interactive by nature. Pratt 
(1999:29-38) notes that dominance and deference, exploitation and engagement 
structure and restructure the relative positions of employer and worker within the 
domain of reproduction. Most previous studies on the same topic have encountered a 
similar methodological problem. For instance, Lan's study (2003) lacked "matching 
cases" in the analysis of “boundary work" between Taiwanese employers and Filipina 
domestic workers. Lan also suggests that researchers should be sensitive to how the 
perceptions and behaviours of employers and workers match and mismatch with one 
another in the process of day-to-day interaction. 
In this respect, I found evidence to suggest some degree of matching. For 
example, the orientation of employers and workers in the personalized relations can 
match in terms of a "protective-dependent" relationship characterized by the 
development of personal or familial ties with each other. Orientations of employers 
and workers in the bureaucratized relations can match in terms of the desirability of 
preserving privacy and "distinct" identities by establishing separate zones for their 
personal lives. 
On the other hand, it might be more likely for both parties to the relationship to 
have contrasting and sometimes conflicting views on the ways that they should deal 
with each other so that a certain amount of adjustment in the process of interaction 
should occur in their everyday lives. For instance, some employers like to indoctrinate 
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the workers with their beliefs about the family's needs and expectations and then 
allow the workers to operate flexibly within this framework of beliefs. On the other 
hand, the workers might be disposed to distance themselves from employing 
households and just work to rule in the first place. However, in these cases, the parties 
to the relationship might make adjustments over time to fit to the other's expectations 
and practices. In other words, some degree of mutual accommodation is likely over 
time. 
Another methodological limitation in the research design of this study is that the 
data collected in this study cover only what the informants perceive at one point in 
time but not over time. For example, the first-time employer of foreign domestic 
workers may manage the employment relationships differently from those employers 
with extensive employing experiences. Both employers' and workers' perceptions and 
behaviors at the initial stage of the employment are likely to change over time. The 
data from the in-depth interviews in this study might thus fail to portray the rich 
complexity of the day-to-day interaction between employers and workers as they 
change over time. A longitudinal research design or year-long ethnography could 
provide richer, more reliable findings on the changing perceptions and actions of both 
parties in the course of the employment relationship. In addition, this research targets 
only the middle-class, local Chinese employing households with young children in 
Hong Kong. There is much room for future studies that compare the situations of 
different social classes and household compositions in Hong Kong and elsewhere. 
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7.3 Conclusion 
Drawing on the qualitative study of various aspects of day-to-day interaction 
between foreign domestic workers and middle-class Chinese employers in Hong 
Kong, this research maps out how the domestic household politics are complicated by 
the global-local, private-public matrix of the employment relations of migrant 
domestic workers. 
Under the shadow of globalization, Third World women have been continuously 
undergoing the diasporic experiences of taking the role of "global servant" within 
First World households (Parrenas 2001). The international division of reproductive 
labour brings about everyday interactions between employers and workers across 
class, ethnic, and national divides. In the context of interpenetration of the 
private-public spheres, employers and workers negotiate with one another in between 
personalized and bureaucratized types of employment relations. Both types of 
relations can be seen as the conceptual carriers where the power dynamics between 
both parties, and their own positioning in the relations, are expressed. Manifestations 
of power struggles and processes of social negotiation are shaped by different types of 
relations in which both parties in the relations encounter a variety of choices, 
constraints, and ambivalences in their everyday lives. 
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Case Descriptions 
Profile of Employers 
1) Group in Personalized Type of Relations 
Subject 1 




No. of working hours per week: 44 
Monthly household income: $30,000 (HKD) 
Household members: Mother-in-law (68), Husband (42), 2 daughters (11, 7) 
Years of employing experience: 5 
Record of employed workers: 3 Indonesian workers; current Indonesian worker (22); 
communication in Cantonese 
Subject 3 




No. of working hours per week: 44 
Monthly household income: $30,000 (HKD) 
Household members: Wife (31-32), Son (1.5) 
Years of employing experience: 1.5 
Record of employed workers: 1 Indonesian worker (30); communication in English 
Subject 7 




No. of working hours per week: 45-50 
Monthly household income: $40-45,000 (HKD) 
Household members: Husband (40-45), Daughter (6)，Son (4) 
Years of employing experience: 6 
Record of employed workers: 1 Filipina worker (43); communication in English 
1 The number enclosed by a parenthesis '( )，refers to the age 
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Subject 8 
Alias: Venus (33) 
Sex: Female 
Education: Secondary 
Occupation: Insurance agent 
No. of working hours per week: 40 
Monthly household income: $70,000 (HKD) 
Household members: Husband (30), 2 daughters (4, >1) 
Years of employing experience: 4 
Record of employed workers: 1 Filipina worker (41); communication in English 
Subject 9 
Alias: Fong (36) 
Sex: Female 
Education: Postsecondary 
Occupation: Social worker 
No. of working hours per week: 65 
Monthly household income: $40,000 (HKD) 
Household members: Husband (36), Daughter (2) 
Years of employing experience: 2 
Record of employed workers: 1 Indonesian worker; communication in Cantonese 
2) Group in Bureaucratized Type of Relations 
Subject 2 
Alias: Angus (37) 
Sex: Male 
Education: University 
Occupation: Businessman in interior design 
No. of working hours per week: 60 
Monthly household income: >$30,000 (HKD) 
Household members: Mother (55-60), Wife (30-35), Son (1) 
Years of employing experience: 8 
Record of employed workers: 4 or 5 Filipina workers, 2 Indonesian workers; current 
Indonesian worker (21); communication in English 
Subject 4 




Monthly household income: $70,000 (HKD) 
Household members: Husband (38)，Son (1.5) 
Years of employing experience: 1.5 
Record of employed workers: 3 Filipina workers; current Filipina worker (22); 
communication in English 
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Subject 5 
Alias: Mr. Kwok (31-35) 
Sex: Male 
Education: Postgraduate 
Occupation: PhD student in United Kingdom 
Monthly household income: $50,000 (HKD) 
Household members: Mother (55-60), Wife (31-35)，Daughter (2) 
Year of employing experience: 1 
Record of employed workers: 2 Filipina workers; current Filipina worker (31); 
communication in English 
Subject 6 
Alias: Mrs. Lam (40) 
Sex: Female 
Education: Primary 
Occupation: Self-employed (Assisted in husband's business) 
No. of working hours per week: Irregular 
Monthly household income: $3-60,000 (HKD) 
Household members: Husband (40), Son (12)，Daughter (3) 
Year of employing experience: 1 
Record of employed workers: 1 Indonesian worker (about 20); communication in 
Cantonese 
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Profile of Workers 
The districts that I had observations and interviews include: 
1) Central (Statue Square; Legislative Council Building; Chater Garden; Lambeth 
Walk Rest Garden; nearby footbridges; HSBC Headquarter) 
2) Causeway Bay (Victoria Park) 
3) Tsimshatsui (Hong Kong Cultural Centre; Kowloon Park) 
4) Shatin (Shatin Town Hall) 
5) Tuen Mun (Tuen Mun Park). 
1) Group in Personalized Type of Relations 
Subject Alias Nationality Education Years of Host family 
No. current job 
3 Amber(30s) Filipina Secondary 9 Retired couple 
6 Sandra(40s) Filipina Tertiary 13 Retired couple 
7 Irene(50s) Filipina Secondary 15 Retired couple 
9 Deborah(30s) Filipina University 4 Couple;young children 
12 Sisi(20s) Indonesian High school 1/2 Couple;daughter(4) 
13 Ashlee(30s) Indonesian High school 1/3 Couple;son(l 1) 
14 Vien(30s) Indonesian Secondary 2 Couple;son(21) 
15 01ivia(30s) Indonesian Secondary 1/3 N/A 
16 Dee (40s) Sri Lankan N/A 4 Couple;daughter(20); 
son(5) 
2) Group in Bureaucratized Type of Relations 
Subject Alias Nationality Education Years of Host family 
No. current job 
1 Shirley(40s) Filipina High school 8 Couple;son(20) 
2 Keisha(20s) Filipina Tertiary 12 Couple;son(ll) 
4 Christina(30s) Filipina Tertiary 14 N/A 
5 Jena(30s) Filipina Tertiary 7 Couple ;daughter( 19) 
8 Chloe(30s) Filipina University N/A Couple;young children 
10 Nadine(20s) Filipina University 2/3 Couple;young children 
11 Gennaine(30s) Filipina University 4 Couple;young children 
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I cordially invite you to participate in the research of my MPhil thesis. The 
purpose of this study is to study the role and significance of foreign domestic helpers 
among contemporary families of Hong Kong. The following information is provided 
in order to help you make an informed decision whether or not to participate. If you 
have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask. 
This interview, which should last approximately 45 minutes, will explore in 
depth your experiences of employing the foreign domestic helper(s) and your views 
on the foreign domestic helper(s). The interviews will be recorded on audio tape to 
allow a more accurate transcription. The tapes will be destroyed after the completion 
of the thesis. 
All your responses during the interview will be kept strictly confidential. In all 
probability, the thesis will be based upon the results of this study, but it will not 
contain any identifying material. 
I would be happy to answer any questions you have now, or you may contact 
my supervisor, Prof. Chiu Stephen W. K. (e-mail: stephenchiu@cuhk.edu.hk) later 
with questions about the research. 
Your participation is completely voluntary; you may stop participating at any 
time prior to the completion of the interview. 
Thank you very much. 
Yours sincerely, 
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APPENDIX C 
Interview Schedule for Employers (Translated Version) 
1) Characteristics of FDW 
Where do your current FDW come from? Age? 
Could you describe her? 
Prompt: Appearance, personality, etc. 
2) Decision Making of Employing FDW 
The current worker is the first one? When did you first discuss this? (When first 
pregnant, right before baby was bom, after baby was bom, at many times, etc.) 
Who would you say had more influence in this decision (your spouse, you, or it was 
equal)? 
What do you consider to be the main reason for not being able to take care of this 
child(ren) by yourself? 
Prompts: for work [wife's work], don't know how to take care of the child(ren), no 
interest in taking care of child(ren), unable to care with it without help, there're too 
many children requiring care in my family, etc. 
Can you tell me why you decided to work full-time / part-time? 
Prompt: How important is your income to your family? 
Did you have any other alternative before you decided to leave you child(ren) under 
the care of the current FDW? 
Prompt: nursery, grandparents (-in-law), relatives, friends, FDW, etc.) 
If yes, what and why did you not choose these other alternatives? 
Prompt: No confidence, flexibility of time of placement, convenience, relative/ peer 
advice, no special reason, etc. 
Who recommended you to employ the FDW? 
Prompts: agencies, friends, neighbours, relatives, recommended by no one, etc. 
Under what criteria did you decide on choosing the current FDW to take care of your 
child(ren)? 
Prompt: Experience in the childcare, knowledge, education, having her own 
child(ren), good health, personality (e.g. docile), etc. 
3) Childcare 
Have you ever discussed with your FDW the child's daily activities? 
Do you think her daily habits serve as a good model to the child? 
Do you think she feeds your child(ren)with nutritious food / dresses your 
child(ren)with appropriate clothing as the weather changes? 
Do you think your child(ren)have adequate sleep after being cared for by FDW / 
receive appropriate training in hygienic practices under the care of FDW? Many 
more things parents are concerned: health, hygienic condition, home safety, chatting, 
meriting, playing activities, etc. 
Do you think FDW spoils your child? 
As far as you know, what kind of punishment the FDW has ever used on your child? 
Now that your child(ren)is left to the care of a FDW, do you think this will affect the 
relationship between you and your child? 
How important is it for you to take care of your children as a way of caring for them? 
What does doing childcare mean to you? 
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How do you feel about your childcare responsibilities? 
What do you think of the role of your FDW in providing childcare and the position in 
the family? 
What does it mean when your FDW provides childcare on a regular basis? 
4) Generic Concern 
Some people said the childcare of FDW was not good. Do you agree? What do you 
think of this statement? 
Prompt: As far as you know, what do the common people worry? E.g., 
communication, ways of caring... 
If you do feel the childcare of FDW is not good, then how can you argue for the 
current arrangement? 
Prompt: It's all we can afford; it's temporary, and it'll be changed after a few years 
later, etc. 
You should have heard the news about child abuses by FDW, right? Have you felt 
anxious about this problem? 
5) Relations with FDW 
How do you deal with the relationship between FDW and your family? 
Prompt: Draw a clear line? As a member of the family? Or any other strategy? 
Do you think that there's a harmony in the lives between FDW and your family? 
In family gatherings or family days, is she seen as a member? 
Prompt: e.g., Did she join any birthday party in the family? 
Do you chat with her regularly? What do you like to chat with her? 
Prompt: Only for chitchat? In any topic? Or there is something to be segmented? 
6) Privacy 
(In what manners and to what extent the family privacy will be interfered during the 
presence of FDWs.) 
While the FDW, an "unrelated person", comes into the home and provides services of 
an intimate nature, do you think the everyday-life activities of the family members 
become open (to the FDW)? 
Prompt: e.g. the FDW may interfere between the family members at meals and 
hence watch their eating habits. 
(The privacy preferences among family members; how they define "privacy") 
What things do you think you feel comfortable to let the FDW know? 
Does your FDW have any private spot allocated to her for her personal use at home? 
Prompt: e.g. FDW has her own room or not? 
Do you have any special arrangement for F D W s working timetable in order to protect 
the family privacy? 
When FDW has nothing to do, do you accept her to go back to her room/ rest place? 
7) FDW Autonomy 
Do you make any working timetable for FDW? 
Prompt: List out all the task items and time on a daily basis; or arrange some 
specified tasks within about a week; or ask FDW to complete some tasks within 
certain period; or there's no specified working agenda. It only depends on the 
situations; or it's arranged by FDW herself (but self-disciplined needs) 
As for task-fulfilling, did you design any rules/ standards for FDW to abide by? If yes, 
what are they? 
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Prompt: Is there anything FDW needs to be careful during the working time? E.g., 
the important points for childcare, like help baby bathing. How do you regulate FDW 
daily work to be done? E.g., specify what tools and ways for housecleaning. Is there 
anything FDW can't touch / can't do in her work? Do you allow FDW to enter all the 
rooms in the household? 
Do you have any requirements for her job of food shopping? Do you give her money 
every month/ week, or every day for buying household merchandises? 
Do you require her to get receipts after buying? 
As for general habits of eating and living, do you set any rules for her to follow? If 
yes, what are they? 
Prompt: Apart from work itself, is there anything in the everyday life that FDW 
needs to pay special attention? Do you require FDW when to do what? E.g., bathing. 
Anything she can't do in the everyday life? E.g., use refrigerator? Get food freely? (if 
more than one toilet) share the toilet? 
When FDW did something wrong (e.g., broke dishes, bought a wrong thing, messed 
up items in the household), what action would you take? Do you punish her? 
8) Conflict 
Is there any problem at home you think is led by the FDW employment? 
Did you have any problem to live with FDW? E.g., communication... 
Did you have any argument with FDW? Or did she disobey your order? Why? 
How did you handle disputes with FDW? 
Did you ever think of dismissing her/ not renew the contract? Why? 
Did you dismiss any FDW before? 
9) Review of the FDW employment 
How long is the current FDW employed in your household? 
Did you ever change FDW? If yes, how many times did the child undergo the changes? 
What was the child's reaction? How old was the child at that time? 
Have you reevaluated the situation since your child(ren)was born? 
(If the respondent has two or more children) Have you reevaluated the situation since 
your first child(ren)was bom, with subsequent births? 
Do you plan to continue with this same arrangements, or do you expect to change the 
arrangements as your child(ren) grow older? 
If yes, please describe the ways in which you believe it will change (Prompt: quit 
from work, go from part-time to full-time, change from FDW care to center, to nanny 
etc.) 
Did you ever employ local domestic worker? Will you consider to employ the locals 
to replace FDW? 
Background information 
Names and ages of all the people who live in the household and what their 
relationship is to you 
Number of working hours per week 
Educational level 
Income, spousal income 
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Interview Schedule for Employers 



























































































































APPENDIX C Interview Schedules 
Interview Schedule for Workers 
1) Job Details 
Where do you work? 
How long have you worked there? 
How many previous employers do you have? 
Could you describe more about your host family? 
Prompt: How many people in the household? What do your employers do? How 
many children/ elderly persons in the household? 
Could you briefly describe what you need to do in your daily tasks? 
2) Working Experiences 
Have you trained before working as domestic worker? 
In the beginning of the employment, did you have any difficulties to live with the 
"strange" employer? How did you find the way to handle that? 
What kind of things didn't you know how to do in the first place of the employment? 
Could you give some examples? 
What do you evaluate your job performance? 
Prompt: Do you think you are a hardworking worker? 
Do you think the better working performance can let you have more "rewards" from 
your employer? 
Do you like to obey everything ordered by your employer, or talk to your employer 
once you find something improperly? 
3) Relations with Employers 
What do you think of the relationship between your employer and you? 
Prompt: Do you think you get along well with the employer and the host family? 
How would you describe your relations with your employer? 
Prompt: Family, friendship, a business relationship, or anything else? 
Have you ever got any quarrel with your employer? If yes, for what reason, and how 
did you handle it? What did it end? 
4) Privacy 
Do you have your own room? 
(If yes) Would you think this room is the only area you can get your privacy? Or 
nowhere have you had privacy in the host household? 
Do you have meals with the host family? 
Do you think you would get more freedom in the daytime/ when the employers leave 
for work? (If yes) Would you be in a laidback? 
5) Autonomy and Bargaining Power 
What kind of things are you allowed to do/ not to do? 
Did you have any request concerning your working or living conditions? 
Did you try to tell your employer what you think, what you intend to do, or what you 
need? 
What would you do when you need to ask your employer for something, like special 
day-off, extra rewards...? Do you have any strategy for that? 
Prompt: Provide the better working performance; discuss directly with employer; 
make some promises in work, etc. 
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Did you try to ask for a special day off, or an occasional afternoon off, that is not 
specified in the contract? 
6) Off-days 
How many official off-days every month do you have? 
Normally, where do you like to go on Sunday/ day off? 
Prompts: Go out for picnicking? For church? Or stay at home? 
Normally, what do you do during the day off? 
What do the outings on days off mean to you? 
Prompts: Sunday outings as maintaining my social network; Getting back the 'home' 
feeling; do you think that here, with your compatriots, is your "second home" in Hong 
Kong? Getting away from the employers' surveillance; reclaiming my 'identity' ； what 
would you do to reclaim your ‘real’ identity? E.g. dressing up to shy away from 
‘maid，？ etc. 
Did any locals complain you occupying the public area? 
Many employers would think the workers will get morally 'polluted' once they go out 
on days off. Does your employer also have the similar opinion? 
How do you present to your employer what you do every Sunday/ day off? 
Prompts: Go to Church, instead of bars, discos? 
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